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EXPERIENCE COUNTS

Words from the IACDS President

2018: a very
busy spring
Dear Readers
After attending a couple of concrete sawing and drilling and demolition conventions
this spring, it has come to my attention that our industries seem to doing rather
well all over the world. At the 2018 IACDS convention that was held in Tokyo, all
member associations reported positive business conditions for the concrete cutting
industry. In particular, the European markets are all performing, a situation that will
seemingly exist for a while. Even the United Kingdom is showing improving results.
Due to Brexit many believed that the concrete cutting industry would dip, but on
the contrary, it has been strengthened.
At the IACDS convention we also learned that the Japanese construction market
is booming, in particular in the Tokyo area. The reasons are several fold: first of all
many structures, in particular bridges that were built in the 1950s and 1960s, need
updating or to be replaced. It is estimated that some 700,000 bridges need renovation work. Of course, the fact that Japan is hosting the 2020 Olympic Games will
see the requirement for a great deal of infrastructure development work. This all
means that the approximately 40 concrete cutting firms in Japan will have a rather
busy time in the coming years.
Also the world’s demolition industry is quite busy due to a construction industry
booming in several corners of the world. All this together means that machine and
equipment fleets are being updated or will be during the coming year, which also is
a good sign for next years edition of the Bauma Munich show, where records may
again be set. It is also believed that quite a number of new products will be released
at the show. As a publisher, we can also see that many manufacturers are gearing up
for Bauma marketing wise.
This means that PDi and its sister magazine, PDa, have already started to prepare
2019 media kits which are expected to come out at the beginning of September.
We are planning quite a number of pre Bauma issues at the end of 2018, and the
beginning of 2019, with information about the show being published in April 2019.
For those of you that live in the Northern hemisphere, I guess some well-deserved
weeks of vacation are soon going to take place. Or will you instead take the opportunity to work? In my part of the world, the warmer period of the year is traditionally
when a lot of projects are started due to better weather, and no risk of ground frost.
Whatever the following months look like, if you have summer or winter, depending
on where you live, I hope you will enjoy yourself, and spare some time to read this
issue of PDi which is packed with interesting stories.
In this issue there are quite a number of site reports. One comes from Edifice
Engineering in India that is in the process of taking down a really large superstructure
- a 12 km long bridge in the Northern part of West Bengal - located rather close to
the border of Nepal. There are also a number of special features on new equipment
for dust extraction and air cleaning, mini excavators and the latest news in terms of
wall and wire saws.
Also included are reports from the recent IACDS and EDA conventions, and
a review of the Intermat show that took place in Paris in May. I also would like to
mention that if you are in Sweden in
the end of September, or are planning
a trip to the northern part of Europe,
don’t miss the Scandinavian demolition show DEMCON that takes place
in Stockholm 27-28 September.
After a very busy spring, from a
warm and dry Stockholm, best wishes
for the summer.

Jan Hermansson
Editor-in-Chief
jan.hermansson@pdworld.com
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GREAT STAY
TOGETHER IN JAPAN
I have to say I returned from the IACDS
convention in Tokyo more enthused and
more excited about our industry than I
have been in a very long time. Firstly, it is
a beautiful country and everyone was so
friendly and welcoming to all of the different people from the associations from
all around the world. The convention was
genuinely inspirational, really bringing
home to me how important it is that we
network and work together with one another right across the globe. We can learn
so much from each other at events like
this, and there is nothing like meeting face
to face and talking to fellow professionals
about how they solved problems and came
up with solutions to certain issues.
There were presentations on two
amazing and very technical cases studies.
One was on the Ruskin Dam seismic retro
fit project in Canada, and the other was an
underground Tokyo station. Along with
these fascinating case studies, there were
many other useful topics on the agenda
for our industry, such as employing young
people and dismantling technologies in
nuclear power plants. There was also a
great seminar on customer service, and
how clients don’t necessarily take too
much interest in the technical side of what
we do, but they are interested in the way
we serve them and get the job done. This
provided a lightbulb moment for one of
the delegates sitting next to me! In one of
the meetings, we had 18 different nationalities represented, which was incredible
with the diversity of people, cultures and
different ways of working just bringing a
real freshness to the convention.
We also undertook an incredible visit
to Daiichi-Cutter, the largest concrete
cutting company in the world. An insight
into its new slurry removal machinery was
provided, showing how it can remove
thousands of litres of material at any
given time.
Overall, there were seven national
associations represented including CSDA
(USA), DSA (UK), BFB (Sweden), JCSDA (Japan), AEDED (Spain), SNED
(France), and FBS (Germany) with over

100 delegates in attendance. Eight speakers spoke on a range of topics, and we’d
like to thank Joel Vinsant, Erin O’Brien,
Cota Fujio, Brian Wnuck, Jun Ozawa,
Martin Braun, Michael Findeis and Reiner
Schulze for their fantastic contributions to
the event. Of course, we must also thank
the sponsor, Tyrolit, without whom we
couldn’t stage such a wonderful convention, and our five exhibitors: Shibuya,
Pentruder, Hakken, Hilti and Cretebeater.
You may not know that the IACDS
has a figure of honorary member and, up
until this convention, only one person
had received this honour and that was
Otto Alte-Teigeler, the IACDS founding
president. I was thus thrilled to have the
honour of investing a new IACDS member this year, Mr. Norikazu Shibuya. This
recognised the great support through his
association he has provided, and also to
acknowledge the great contribution he has
made to the organisation and the industry
through the years. He is an absolute inspiration to everyone in our industry.
So now, as we look ahead to the next
convention in Bauma, Munich (8 to14
April 2019), and I would really urge you
to attend. As I have described above, it’s
such a fabulous networking and learning
experience with everyone who attends really benefiting from being there, being so
relevant to all of us in our industry. Not
only that, we are also looking towards the
Diamond Awards on 11 April 2019 which
will be held during Bauma. We invite
contractors to enter, and for the first time
the awards will recognise our excellent and
innovative supply chain through the award
for ‘best product’. For more information
on those go to www.iacds.org or contact
your country association.
As I always say, please feel free to get
in touch with me on any matters that you
want the Association to look at.

Julie White, President of IACDS
juliewhite@d-drill.co.uk

equipment and tools
you can count on.
every time.
PROPANE AND ELECTRIC
FLOOR MACHINES AND
DUST EXTRACTORS FOR
PROJECTS OF ALL SIZES.

DIAMOND TOOLS
FOR FLOOR PREP,
POLISHING AND
MAINTENANCE.

www.superabrasive.com

EDA
Words from the EDA President

At the recent European Demolition Association’s
annual convention in Vienna, Francisco Cobo of the
Spanish demolition contractor Deltapunt, and the
Spanish association AEDED, was elected the new
President of the European Demolition Association.
PDi Magazine would like to congratulate Francisco
on his new position, and look forward to his columns which will be published in the magazine.
Below you will find the first column from Francisco,
who is also called Paco.

FACING NEW
CHALLENGES TOGETHER
It is my wish to begin this column by
sending my kind regards to all involved
in the world of demolition; whatever
their role or activity in our industry.
Many I have already had the pleasure of
meeting during my years of activity and
attendance of EDA and NDA conventions, and the others, I hope to meet
them in the future.
At the EDA 2018 convention
recently held in Vienna, we had the
opportunity to listen to interesting presentations, and meet again old friends as
well as those joining us for the first time.
We hope you will all join us in the future.
My intention as EDA president
is, along with the secretariat, board of
members and all those who participate
in our trade, to face the challenges in
the future and, if possible, to anticipate
matters arising, and deal with them accordingly. Doing this will continue and
build on the work undertaken by my
predecessor in the office, and my dear
friend, William Sinclair.
I would like to draw your attention to a ‘think tank’ that is being held
in Brussels 10 October. The subject
matter is demolition equipment, and is
being organised in cooperation with the
Committee for European Construction
Equipment, CECE. Attendance is open
and free, enabling all those who are
interested to participate.

About EDA
The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading platform for national demolition associations, demolition
contractors and suppliers. The EDA has a strong focus
on developments in Europe, which are of interest to
the demolition industry.

info@europeandemolition.org
www.europeandemolition.org

Francisco Cobo, President of EDA,
European Demolition Association
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Murray Plant appointed ALLU’s
exclusive dealer for the UK
Earlier this year Blue Machinery Ltd announced
the acquisition of Rammer’s UK dealer, Murray
Plant Ltd. As a key part of the Blue Group, this
has led to the company now being able to
supply its customers with a first class range of
products. These range from specialist recycling
equipment, mobile crushers and screens, trommels, mini-crushers, shredders, balers, materials
handlers, and now the world leading range of
Rammer breakers and demolition attachments.
As well as being the exclusive Rammer
dealer for the UK, Murray Plant Ltd is also
now the Scotland distributor for the ALLU
range of Transformers and Processors. This
has presented new opportunities to both ALLU
and Blue Machinery. “Following discussions
with both companies, we realised that an
opportunity had arisen which would see Blue
Machinery, via Murray Plant, take on the ALLU
ranges throughout the UK,” said ALLU’s UK
distributor manager, Carlos Guallart.
“What is genuinely exciting for all UK quarrying, demolition, construction, civil engineering
and material handling businesses, is that now,

for the very first time, the leading brands have
now been brought together,” says Murray
Plant’s Fergal O’Neill. “Powerscreen, Rammer,
Doppstadt, and ALLU, are all acknowledged
leaders in their field. The operating synergies
under the Blue Machinery banner are simply
mind blowing.”
Of the appointment of Murray Plant Ltd
as ALLU’s UK distributor, and the opportunity
to combine with Blue Machinery, Ola Ulmala,
president of ALLU states: “We are sure that
the combination of ALLU equipment and
global aftermarket support, together with
the local knowledge and industry expertise of
Blue Machinery and Murray Plant, will enable
ALLU customers to benefit from a winning
combination.”
Although only recently appointed as a
distributor of ALLU equipment, training and
product familiarisation has already begun.
Murray Plant Ltd sales, after market and
service personnel have already undertaken
application and service programs in both the
UK and Finland.

SE10 wins prestigious Queen’s Award
The Queen’s awards are made by the Queen
on the advice of the Prime Minister and
presented to businesses which are able to
show excellence in innovation, international
trade or sustainable development. Since the
recognition was introduced in 1965, winners
have demonstrated that their business has
achieved outstanding growth in overseas
earnings and commercial success.
2018 award winner SE10 has built its
business on a distinctive export model that
promotes international brand awareness
and reputation to further client success.
Since being founded in 2002, the PR agency
has almost exclusively serviced international

clients from its offices in London, Chicago and
Singapore, holding long standing relationships
with market leaders, including Volvo Construction Equipment, Panalpina, Rolls Royce and
Manitowoc.
Brian O’Sullivan, partner at SE10’s London
headquarters said of winning the Queens
Award: “We are honoured to have received
this celebrated award and be recognized
along with the leading names in the UK business community.” SE10 will be presented with
the award by the Lord Lieutenant of London
as Her Majesty’s local representative and will
attend a formal reception at Buckingham
Palace, hosted by the Prince of Wales, in June.

Blastrac opens
new office in
Sweden

60 years of wheel loader
manufacturing celebrated in 2018

New northeast US
regional manager for
Genesis Attachments
Genesis Attachments has announced that
Mike Keremes is its new regional sales manager for the northeast of the United States.
Mike will cover New York, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and New York City, providing
attachment, parts and service sales and application support to the demolition, scrap and
material handling industries. Mike's extensive
background in heavy equipment sales will also
be conducive to his management of Genesis'
dealer presence and activities in the region.

www.genesisattachments.com

In 1958 CASE Construction Equipment
introduced the 4 wheel drive W9. Today the
company offers a full range of compact and
full sized wheel loaders for all applications,
from road building to recycling centres, from
urban construction to quarries. At Intermat
2018 the company celebrated its 60th anni-

CECE presents main drivers of digital transformation
at bauma CTT RUSSIA as country returns to growth
After a long period of decline, the Russian construction equipment market has recently seen
the return of moderate growth. Thanks to a
stable financial situation, sales grew during the
last quarter with future signs being optimistic.
This positive outlook sets the scene for the 19th
bauma CTT RUSSIA, an exhibition partner of
CECE, and is Russia’s most important trade
fair for construction machinery and technology.
CECE is a European trade organisation for
construction equipment manufacturers, and
will be represented at the fair by its secretary
general, Riccardo Viaggi, who stressed the
importance of the Russian market to the
global arena. “We are pleased to see the
market recover after the crisis and are excited
to be part of this important show.”

Cutting edge
technologies to the forefront

Three German speaking
presidents of the European
concrete cutting industry gather
On the occasion of the general assembly of the
German Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association, which was combined with the opening
of a new museum in Hamm, Germany, dedicated to antique concrete sawing and drilling
machines, a rare summit was held. This was
between the German speaking presidents of
the concrete sawing and drilling industries of
Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The three
independent regional associations possess
excellent professional and personal relations,
with Austrian member companies sending
their employees to Germany for education
and training.

versary of wheel loader manufacturing with a
dedicated display centred on a G Series wheel
loader model bearing a commemorative livery
specially developed for this year’s exhibitions.
This includes a ‘60 years’ logo embroidered on
the headrest and applied as a decal on the
bucket, as well as an eagle tattoo on the hood.

This year, apart from bringing vendors and
customers, the fair organisers have strove
to showcase the latest developments in the
technologies and materials areas for road
construction, and present changing business
models that are ‘future proof’. A number of
presentations, workshops and round tables
are planned for all four days of the show.
Recently Riccardo Viaggi spoke at a conference organised by bauma CTT Russia and CECE’s
member association in Russia, the Association of
European Businesses (AEB).Titled, ‘Construction

equipment industry in transformation: drivers of
success’, the event presented an overview of
trends present in the construction equipment
market in Europe, with a particular focus on
Russia. The conference also provided in depth
insights into companies’ strategies and the sector’s general outlook from the points of view of
market developments, technological innovations
and the impact of the regulatory environment.
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www.blastrac.se

Accelerating digital adoption
One of the key messages delivered by CECE
was the importance of effective regulation to
ensure the sector’s competitiveness and adoption of digital transformation. It stressed that
collaboration along the entire construction
value chain is essential, with CECE, together
with the other European trade associations
representing construction SMEs, large contractors, and manufacturers of construction
products having drafted and adopted a
‘manifesto on digitalisation’. This called on
the European Commission to recognise the
digitalisation of the construction sector as a
priority of the EU political agenda.
CECE’s goal is to tackle the industry’s
three major challenges of the future: rapid
technological changes, digital construction and
mismatch between skills, jobs and education
in Europe. “We need to join forces and work
together to ensure the best outcome for the
construction sector in Europe”, said Viaggi.

PDi former Australasia correspondent passes away
PDi magazine was at the beginning of
this year informed that the magazine’s
former Australasia correspondent has sadly
passed away. Chris Webb worked as the
correspondent for PDi Magazine during
2016 and 2017, having spent more than
three decades reporting on the construction and related industries worldwide. PDi
magazine’s staff would like to express its

Blastrac is a leading international developer and manufacturer of surface preparation
equipment. The manufacturer now has a full
range of over 50 different machines for preparing and maintaining floors, as well as other
surfaces, comprising of all kinds of materials.
As a worldwide leader, supplier and innovator in surface preparation equipment,
Blastrac has invested in expanding further
internationally by opening a new office in
Sweden in order to provide optimal service for
the Nordic regions in Europe. Blastrac Sweden
will hold a large stock of Blastrac equipment,
enabling the delivery of machinery, parts and
consumables quickly, and effectively, to its
valued customers in the area.
Blastrac’s innovative techniques are developed in house, through its R&D department,
with the equipment ranges including shot
blasters, horizontal steel blasters, vertical steel
blasters, scarifiers, multi task vehicles, hand
held equipment, single disc floor grinders,
triple disc floor grinders, floor strippers and
dust collectors. Blastrac Sweden is headed by
its sales director, Stig Fredriksson, with Blastrac
Nordic AB being located in Gotheburg.

condolences to Chris’ family at this sad
moment.

Genesis Attachments
appoints Rick Woodrum
mid-Atlantic regional
manager
Genesis Attachments is pleased to announce
that Rick Woodrum has joined its sales team
as mid- Atlantic regional manager. Covering
West Virginia, Virginia, Delaware, Maryland,
New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania and Washington and DC, Rick will provide attachment,
parts and service sales and application support to the demolition, scrap and material
handling industries. Rick will also manage
Genesis' dealer presence and activities in the
region and comes to Genesis with 20 years
of industrial sales experience.

www.genesisattachments.com
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“We want to create something
new that benefits the entire business”

Aquajet Systems introduces
specialised training academy to North America
Aquajet Systems AB has ensured that North
American operators of its equipment are able to
enjoy advanced training through its new Aquajet
Academy.The Academy’s ‘Six Steps of Education’
training program includes six courses that cover
aspects of hydrodemolition ranging from streamlining work to cutting edge techniques, enabling
operators to increase their jobsite efficiency
and safety. Aquajet Systems specialists host the
program periodically throughout the year.
“We’ve always offered product training
to ensure ease of use, but on a smaller scale,”
says Roger Simonsson, Aquajet Systems AB
managing director. “With the Aquajet Academy,
we’re helping contractors heighten their skills
and advance their businesses with cutting edge
operating techniques. This program helps hydrodemolition operators increase their bottom
line by using the equipment, and accompanying
attachments, to the fullest extent.”
The training program incorporates individual courses offering more extensive
training and adaptation to each customer’s
knowledge and experience. The six elements
of the program are:

• Streamlining work: Aquajet instructors
spend two days at a customer’s jobsite,
adapting their training to suit the contractor’s
specific line of work.

• Products: during the two day course operators get to know their hydrodemolition
machine from the inside out. The course is
both practical and theoretical. The practical
portion gives operators hands on experience
setting up and manoeuvring the machine
while the theoretical course includes an in
depth overview of the operations manual.

Aquajet maintains small class sizes during each course, teaching approximately five
students at a time to ensure a high level of
individual attention and support. The course
can also be adapted to specific operator skill
levels and experience. For novice students,
instructors will explain hydrodemolition
basics before delving into the functionality
of the Aqua Cutter robots. Skilled operators
experience a more ambitious approach,
which includes learning new techniques
and specific settings that improve efficiency.
For more information on the Aquajet
Academy, or to register, contact Shawn Kirkpatrick at: shawn@brokkinc.com.

• Hydrodemolition: the two day course focuses on the concrete removal process. Operators explore the robot’s various programmable
settings and learn how to enhance precision
and efficiency. This course also covers tips for
increasing safety on the jobsite.

• Safety and technique: often referred to
as the most important part of the training
program, this one day course educates operators on the power and risks of the highly
pressurised water used in hydrodemolition. It
provides tips on how to best calculate pressure
and flow and consider reaction force, as well
as offering different techniques to get the job
done in a safe and efficient way.
• Service: operators spend a full day learning how to maintain and adjust the robot’s
components to ensure equipment longevity.
• Train the trainer: a three day course prepares
students to become certified Aquajet instructors, with the capability and knowledge to
hold courses on their own. Requirements
include being a distributor or customer of
Aquajet, with at least one year of experience
and obtain the required licenses.
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So said Henric Andersson, president Husqvarna Construction Products, who since taking
over the reins of the Husqvarna Construction
Division in 2015, has delivered constant
growth for the business. Revenue for 2017
was €483M, and with the most recent acquisitions being included, €551M, with this
being an increase of almost 50 % on 2014.
PDi spoke to Henric about what is happening
at Husqvarna Construction Products.
Henric, first of all, could you quickly
summarise what has happened at
Husqvarna Construction since you
started?
“Well, first of all, we implemented a
new long term strategy where we defined a
new growth agenda, and communicated this
clearly throughout the organisation. We set a
high goal, and agreed on the activities necessary to take us there, such as stepping up in
emerging markets, expanding our offering into
services, and making key acquisitions. We also
redefined and expanded our total addressable
market from €2,6B to €4,4B, by including our
customers’ adjacent process steps. To increase
our focus, we also organised ourselves after
our new, expanded market segmentation.
Perhaps the most interesting segment
right now is ‘Concrete Surface & Floors’, a
segment that has grown considerably during
the last two years. We’ve acquired fantastic
companies like Diamond Tools Supply (DTS), a
leading OEM supplier of resin bond diamond
tools for floor polishing, Pullman Ermator,
the leader in dust and slurry management
systems for the construction industry, and
HTC, the global market leader and prime innovator of solutions for grinding and polishing
concrete floors.
Recently we also bought out Atlas Copco’s
business in light compaction and concrete
placement equipment, and we’re incorporating it under the Husqvarna brand, in order to
strengthen our offering.”
What factors would you say are the
ones that drive the company’s growth?
“Our growth is driven both organically
and through acquisitions. For nearly two decades, Husqvarna has continually acquired
leading companies adjacent to our core
business. However, the light construction
equipment industry is still very fragmented,
with many specialised players. At the same
time, customers increasingly want a single
total supplier to turn to for all the equipment
and services they need in their operations.
Therefore I’m convinced that the industry
is approaching a structural change similar
to what we’ve seen in several automotive
industries. And when this happens, I want
Husqvarna Construction Products to be at
the forefront.
We want to create something new,
something that benefits the entire business.
Naturally, growth will increase the value
of Husqvarna as a company, and this will

benefit our shareholders. But in order to be
successful, our growth strategy must primarily
benefit our channel partners and end users.
Husqvarna excels at developing and delivering
comprehensive system solutions: tools and
services that help construction companies’
work smarter and more efficiently with concrete, enabling them to increase productivity
and profitability.
Operator efficiency is crucial to overall
productivity. This is why it’s so important for
us to keep developing new and innovative
technical solutions and products that make
it easier and safer for the operator to do his
or her job. By growing, we can invest more
resources here, which, in the end, will benefit
our customers.”
Could you briefly describe the company’s growth strategy?
“We want to become even better when it
comes to our core areas, while we also want
to keep growing within product areas close
to our present offering. The Atlas Copco light
compaction and concrete placement equipment that I mentioned earlier is a perfect fit for
our ‘Concrete Surface & Floors’ business. This
acquisition allows us to offer our channel partners and their customers in the construction
business a comprehensive product range that
covers the entire process from soil compaction
all the way to a finished, treated concrete floor.
By being able to present a broader product offering than anyone else on the market,
through a complete, global network of distribution and service, we can provide construction
companies, no matter their size, with quality
equipment and service in the easiest and most
effective way possible. In short, an even better
and broader offering in light construction
equipment, for even more customers.”

www.husqvarnacp.com

Durable Performance

Increase the capabilities of your concrete cutting and demolition toolbox.
Operate a full range of Pentruder High Frequency equipment simply by
connecting the same Pentpak, remote control, motor, and cables to a
wall saw, a wire saw or a heavy duty core drill.
All Pentruder equipment is Made in Sweden. We produce precision parts in-house,
from the best materials, in state of the art production machines. With over 35 years of
experience from designing concrete cutting equipment, we know how to build
high performance, durable systems.
Visit our website for more information & contact details to our distributors:
www.pentruder.com
Or check out our facebook page: www.facebook.com/pentruder
or Instagram: pentruder_official

Designed and manufactured by:
Tractive AB I Gjutargatan 54 I 78170 Borlänge I Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)243 221155 I E-mail: info@tractive.se
www.pentruder.com

“EARTH TO EARTH,
ASHES TO ASHES, DUST TO DUST”

A PHRASE THAT CAN COME QUICKER WITH THE WRONG EQUIPMENT

In this annual feature about
industrial dust extractors
and air cleaners, PDi takes
a look at the latest products
that can comply with new
and stricter asbestos and
silica regulations.
Jan Hermansson reports.
Dust resulting from different kinds of construction
debris is becoming a bigger and bigger issue all around
the world. In Scandinavia, and particularly Sweden, the
regulations have been very tough for a long time, with
a similar situation in Germany. Now other countries in
Europe are following the same example. Last year the
USA, through OSHA, joined in with new strong silica
rules, with similar developments in other countries such
as Australia, New Zealand, Japan, etc. However, there
are a number of countries around the world where we
still have very little information about how these issues
are handled, with this information concerning the risks
being paramount as hazardous particles in construction
dust are a major contributing factor to loss of life.

Manufacturers taking their responsibility seriously
Swedish regulations have for a long time ensured contractors comply with regulations, being strenuously
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enforced. Where necessary, contractors who do not
follow the rules concerning protection and right type
of equipment when working with hazardous waste are
pursued and brought to task. Today it is very rare to
find a contractor using incorrect methods and equipment, but it still happens. Recently it was reported that
a Swedish contractor hired labour from countries that
do not apply the same strict rules, with the workers
acting as if they were in their home countries where
the same strict regulations do not apply. The situation
arose with the removal of an asbestos cement roof, or
eternity as it is called in Sweden, at a kindergarten in
the south of Sweden. A father of two of the children at
the kindergarten reacted when he discovered that the
workers did not use any kinds of protective cloths or
masks, and the broken eternity tiles were simply dropped
to the ground where the children were playing around
the resulting piles of debris. It did not take long for the
work to be stopped, the area sealed and the contractor
given a heavy fine.
If children playing outdoors in the vicinity of
hazardous dust particles are at high risk of developing life threatening injuries later in life, what risks
are construction workers exposed to on a daily basis?
This means that maximum body protection clothing
as well as the right type of dust extraction and air
cleaning equipment is required as a priority. Luckily
most manufacturers of dust extraction and air cleaning equipment are taking responsibility for health and
safety, and have done so for a long time. Every year in
PDi Magazine we publish our special feature on new
equipment; since last year a number of new and better

devises has been developed and launched, all ideal for
dealing with hazardous emissions.

News from Blastrac
Dust from concrete floor grinding and polishing might
not that often contain asbestos, but it has a very fine dust
that is very dangerous to breathe in. The manufacturer
Blastrac has recently launched four new 1phase dust
extractors with the smallest being the BDC-1133, this
being an M/H class dust collector that deals with hazardous materials (TRGS519 certified for safe asbestos
removal). It has a permanent reverse air pulse filter cleaning system, delivering high suction performance with
sealed airflow that gives increased productivity. Special
features for this product include flow sensor warning
and storage solutions. The H class machines have a dual
filter solution, which delivers 3 stage filtration, and are
equipped with a power outlet with automatic ‘start and
stop’ specifically developed for electric power tools.
The new BDC-122M dust collector is M class certified with a new generation of M class filter, a manual filter hand shaker on top, and is equipped with two motors and an Ø50mm inlet. It is a quite small, easy to
transport dust extractor, but a very powerful dust
collector, also being equipped with Longopac
bagging system for a safe working environment.
The BDC-122 HC dust collector is an H class
machine, certified to EN 60335-2-69 Annex
AA. Equipped with a new generation of M
class filter and secondary H14 HEPA filter,
this machine also has a manual hand shaker
on top, two motors and an Ø50mm inlet.
It is equipped with a Longopac bagging
system for a safe working environment,
and is ideal when dealing with hazardous
materials such as asbestos. Similarly
the BDC-133MUD dust collector
is M class certified and equipped
with a new generation of M
class filter, being equipped
with a manual hand shaker
on its side delivering very
high suction power from
three motors and an Ø70mm
inlet. Additionally, it comes with

Blastrac’s ‘Up & Down’ system for easy transportation,
and Longopac bagging system for a safe working environment as standard.
The last new development from Blastrac is the H
class BDC-133HCUD dust collector, certified to EN
60335-2-69 Annex AA. This is equipped with the new
generation of M class filter and secondary H14 HEPA
filter. It has a manual hand shaker on its side, and possesses the same high suction power with three motors
and an Ø70mm inlet as the BDC-133MUD. It also
comes with Blastrac’s ‘Up & Down’ system and the
Longopac bagging system making it ideal when handling
hazardous materials such as asbestos.

www.blastrac.com

tion with the World of Concrete trade show in Las
Vegas each year, and showcases products exhibited at the
show that are the most innovative in the industry for a
given year. This follows the success of the HTC Duratiq
grinding machines, which won the same prize at WOC
in 2017. The D60 is specifically designed for handling
dust when floor grinding, with a focus on continuous
operation. It is equipped with many smart features, such
as automatic filter cleaning, an integrated pre-separator
and a remote connection to the HTC Duratiq grinders.
“We at HTC are overwhelmed by the fantastic
response the new Duratiq platform has received globally.
The D60 dust extractor, with its connectivity function,
is the logical expansion of this platform. To win another
MIP award is a wonderful acknowledgement that we
have created something that has met the market demand with a very high innovation level,” says Cathérine
Königk, head of marketing at HTC.

www.husqvarnacp.com

Two new vacs from Klindex

News from Husqvarna
Those who follow this industry closely know that
Husqvarna Construction Products recently acquired
both the dust extraction equipment manufacturer
Pullman Ermator, and floor grinding equipment manufacturer HTC, with the latter manufacturing its own
dust extractors. Depending on the markets, the Pullman
Ermator products are sold under the Pullman Ermator
brand or the Husqvarna name.
Husqvarna itself has released the new 1phase
Husqvarna W 250 P, which is a small, powerful
industrial wet and slurry vacuum designed for
tough jobs. This is achieved by using high quality
stainless steel components and a powerful motor
protected by a float. Recommended for concrete
drilling, sawing, grinding and general slurry collection, it possesses ingenious solutions making the W
250 easy to work, with pumping out taking place at
the same time as suction. Emptying is undertaken
via a large bottom valve for simple cleaning. The
non-marking wheels are puncture free and lock
at the front. The air requirement is 160m3/h and
the rated input power 1.2 kW.
HTC’s new dust extractor D60 was released
last year (covered in PDi magazine), receiving
the MIP Award at the World of Concrete show
earlier this year, as well as top honours as the
‘Industrial choice’ in the dust control and accessories category. The MIP award program
is arranged and presented by
Hanley Wood in conjunc-

The Italian manufacturer of equipment for concrete floor
grinding and polishing, Klindex, is also involved in the
development and manufacture of high efficiency dust
extractors. Klindex recently launched two new models in
its Supervak series, X2 and X3, with these two machines
being, according to Klindex, the only single phase industrial dust extractors with an embedded cyclonic pre
separator system. The Supervak X series is equipped with
automatic ASC (airpulse cleaning system) tank, with air
blasts regulated by an electronic timer that keeps filters
clean. A pre separator cyclone is integrated in the drum,
which can hold over 90% of the dust collected in plastic
bags. The drum is shock proof, and has a very futuristic
design fully produced in Italy.
The powerful motor is equipped with HEPA filter,
with the design of the dust extractor making it easy to
transport. The frame allows the shell of the machine
to rotate up to 180°, which simplifies inspection and
service. The Supervak X2 has two motors, each at
1600kW, with a maximum depression of 2,450 mm
H2O. The filter surface area is 14,000cm2, airflow

520m3/h and weighs 113kg. The larger Supervak X3
has three 1600kW motors, a maximum depression of
2,450 mm H2O, filter surface area of 14,000cm2 and
airflow of 600m3/h. The weight of the machine is 125kg,
with the new machines both having the Longopac bagging system.

www.klindex.com

Oxysan revolutionising the workplace
Some years ago in Sweden, a new dust extraction technique for the construction industry was launched. The
technology in itself was not new, but offered a very efficient way to control dust particles in the air, by ionizing
the air in the workplace. The ionized air makes the dust
particles lump together, and through increased weight,
the particles fall to the floor, making them easy to be
sucked up by a dust extractor.
The company Renluftsteknik AB (RLT) in Gothenburg, Sweden, has used the technique in its Oxysan series
of air cleaners that was launched on the Swedish market
Håkan Andersson supplies the Umeå Skanska Rental
team with new Oxysan 2000 units.
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Oxysan 2000 and 4000 have been developed
specifically for the requirements of the construction
industry, being easy to dismantle, inspect and be cleaned.
The 2000 and 4000 possess a G4 pre filter, a G4 coarse
filter and a F9 particle filter. Normal power is 230V with
300W maximal energy consumption. The Oxysan 2000
has a noise level of approximately 60 dBA and a total
weight of 55kg. This all means that users are able to
achieve new levels of air cleaning thanks to the bipolar
ionization process that eliminates more than 90% of
the hazardous airborne particles with a diameter of
0.001 to 100µm. According to Renluftsteknik, these
being significantly higher and safer than when using a
traditional air cleaner.

www.rlt.se

Sila’s air cleaner best in test
some years ago. There are now four models in the Oxysan
series: Oxysan 200, Oxysan 1000 and the larger Oxysan
2000 and Oxysan 4000. The complete Oxysan range has
been upgraded recently, and the industrial ionizers today
can cover a workplace area from 20m2 to 400m2. The
technology is 100% ozone free, and not only eliminates
hazardous dust, but also odours and bacteria, making it
useful in many types of environments. Initially Oxysan
was launched on the Scandinavian market, but since
about a year ago, Renluftsteknik has developed a network of European distributors.
“In Sweden, our Oxysan range was welcomed
with open arms when it was launched some years ago,
and today many small and large construction firms
are using our products successfully. We can now see
a growing interest from contractors and industry in
other European countries,” says Renluftsteknik’s sales
and marketing manager, Håkan Andersson. He further
adds that Skanska Rental in Sweden has a leading role
in dust reduction and RLT has supplied it with 40
units of the Oxysan 2000 ionizers. These are used on a
variety of jobs including a large renovation in the city
of Umeå, where it was essential to minimise the number
of harmful particles in the air.
According to RLT, Oxysan improves the working
environment when compared to filter based air cleaners,
by eliminating more than 90% of the airborne micro
particles, and can, with more units combined, deal with
quite large areas efficiently. The Oxysan units are also
very easy to operate, transport and clean, as well as having lower operating costs than traditional air cleaners.
“It might seem like magic, but the technology
behind Oxysan is quite simple. What happens is that
when ionizing, the air is filled with positive and negative
ions, which make the pollution in the air lump together
to bigger and bigger particles, and at one stage they fall
to the ground and stay there. After that it is very easy
to suck them up with an industrial dust extractor, and
you get an absolutely clean working environment,” says
Andersson. He adds that traditional air cleaners suck up
the particles in their filters, whereas with ionization it
cleans the work area air, with Oxysan use also resulting
in the air being more oxygen rich.
Oxysan’s lower operation costs are connected to
lower filter consumption, reduced and easier cleaning
work. By cleaning the pre filter and the coarse filter
daily, the particle filter only needs to be cleaned weekly.
Replacement of the pre and coarse filter should also be
done weekly, while the particle filter can be changed on a
three or six monthly basis depending on how dirty it is.
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New industrial
vacuum cleaners from Scanmaskin
Last year, Scanmaskin launched two new industrial
vacuum cleaners, ScanDust 8000 and ScanDust 3600
(these were featured in detail in PDi). The machines
are equipped with Hepa filters that take care of any
unhealthy particles, as well as being fitted with a filter
guard that informs the user when to clean the filter.
In order to keep the filters as clean as possible, its ‘jetpulse; system cleans using pulses. The machine's coarse
filter package is made of polyester with high degree of
separation. The design and filter area of the two new
machines are also designed to maximise suction capacity, with both the ScanDust 3600 and ScanDust 8000
being fully constructed in steel, as well as fitted with
non-marking powerful, durable and puncture free tyres
and comes equipped with Longopac.

www.scanmaskin.se

Sila AB is a small manufacturer which has grown as
more businesses become familiar with its offering.
Recently the company’s air purifier, Sila 600A2, was
named the best tested by the Swedish trade newspaper
‘Byggarbetaren’ (in English, ‘Construction Worker’).
Andreas Lundin, sales manager at Sila, says that the
Sila 600 has now been made even better. “Now, the
customer also receives an operating time gauge, a filter
hatch for fast coarse filter change, filter indicator, and
then it has become half a kilo lighter as well. Therefore,
we are now replacing the 2 with the 3 as the Sila 600A3
is here, "says Andreas.
In order to take as little space as possible in a
doorway, the Sila 600A3 is built higher instead of wider,
possessing a large filter area so as to be as effective as
possible. Working at a rate of 600m3/h, it is ideal for
working in confined areas such as bathrooms. It can
deal with an area of up to 23m2 (for example: 2.5m
ceiling height and airflow of 10 times per hour). The
Sila 600A3 has two blowouts that enable the sending
of clean air back to the work area, and also emitting air
to create a negative pressure.
Additionally Sila’s patented ‘clean-up’ frame has
become stronger and received the green Sila colour.
"Now you can also buy a front connector and a cleanup connector as an accessory. With the front connector,
the air cleaner can be placed centrally. The hose opening
can easily be moved. The front bag is mounted on the
suction side of the air purifier with four screws. The
cleaner bag is connected to the hose end and is fitted
with coarse filter,” concludes Andreas.

www.silaproducts.se

TURN YOUR
DREAMS
INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original
diamond array technology that changed
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior
performance you can see and feel.

36B-10L Namdong Industrial Complex, 610-9, Namchon-dong, Namdong-gu, Inchoen, 405-100, Korea
TEL. +82.32.820.3801 I FAX. +82.32.810.3456 I E-mail. terry@shinhandia.co.kr

SUPERSTRUCTURE DEMOLITION IN INDIA
The Indian demolition company Edifice Engineering
located in Durgapur, West Bengal, has carried out one
of India’s most spectacular demolition projects. The
work involved the demolition of the superstructure of
a 12km long bridge, partly on land and partly over the
Ganges river.
Edifice Engineering was selected to demolish a superstructure of the 12km bridge with external pre stressing
being undertaken during maintenance. The bridge is
located in Patna City in the state of Bihar. Patna is located
in the very north of India, close to the border of Nepal and
only some 350 km from Katmandu. This was for 91 spans
with six strands on each wall of the segment having 160t
capacity, with each span containing 950 m3 of reinforced
concrete. This resulted in 15,000 m2 of diamond cutting
and 50,000 m3 of concrete crushing being carried out.
Additionally 20 concrete segments were cut out on
each side of the individual pier sections, with the weight
of each segment varying between 20t to 65t depending
on its location in each span. It was estimated that the
total amount of concrete dismantled was 90,000 m3,
involving the removal, recovery and recycling of approximately 15,000t of steel.
The project involved 52 land spans being dismantled with a high reach demolition excavators
equipped with concrete crushers. The contract value
of the demolition of the land spans was some USD $
5.6M. The demolition of the 39 spans over the river was
made by diamond wire cutting, lowered with strand jack

systems mounted on girders on the barges below, and
then removed to the jetty. Crushing of the sections was
undertaken on land. The dismantling and demolition
of the river sections had a contract value of €6,9M, with
the total contract value of the demolition of all the 91
spans being €11,8M including GST. The project is still
on going and the total project time is estimated to be
three years.
A variety of equipment is used on the ‘land’ part of
the project including a 70t base excavator equipped for
demolition with a 26m high reach demolition boom.
Attachments used include 4.7t concrete crushers with
jaw openings of 1300mm at the tip, as well as two dust
suppression systems. A 30t excavator with pulveriser is
used for extracting steel rebar from the debris, with a

further three machines in use for loading and unloading
debris, and two 20t excavators equipped with crusher
buckets to downsize debris.
Three tractors and three dumpers are used for the
transport of debris and steel. One diamond wire saw is
in use for the dismantling of the sections in the spans. A
further 1t demolition robot with hydraulic breaker is used
for exposing the steel for lap length for the new construction on the old piers. Additionally two mini excavators
are used for the same purpose. 15 electrical jackhammers
have been used for dressing work of the piers.
Equipment used for the demolition of the spans
over the river are three hydraulic concrete wall saws,
one high frequency electric wall saw, two wire saws and
finally one flat saw. One 30t excavator with pulveriser
is used to extract steel from the debris, and one trailer
truck for transport of the cut pieces. A core drill system
is used to cut the pier hammerhead. Furthermore, and as
with the demolition of the land spans, a 1t demolition
robot with hydraulic breaker is used for exposing the
steel for new construction on the old piers. Additionally
two mini excavators are used for the same purpose, with
15 electrical jackhammers having been used for dressing
work of the piers.
The job started in July 2017 and will be completed
in July 2019.

www.buildingdemolition.co.in

Progrind Australia partnerships increase women numbers in construction
Amidst the general hustle and bustle of noisy construction sites, there is a quiet yet significant development
occurring in the representation of women in the
concrete grinding and polishing industry. Typically
dominated by males, the introduction of advanced
remote control technology has opened up opportunities for increased female participation. Playing its
part is Progrind Australia, which is forming effective
partnerships nationwide helping to increase the levels
women delivering mechanically polished concrete to

big name retailers including JB HiFi, Dan Murphy,
Beacon Lighting, Coles and Woolworths.
At the Coles Kirrawee Store in NSW, Mel, who is
managing a 3,450m2 site for Progrind Australia, stands
behind her ‘Big Bev’. This latest grinding equipment
developed by Worx+, would easily appear overwhelming for some operators, but Mel’s been operating
machinery since she was a kid. From earthmoving, to
carpet laying, and being a mum, she is now part of a
strong husband and wife team delivering thousands

of square metres a year and loving every minute. Mel
loves the challenge of exposing aggregate and transforming dull grey concrete
into a showcase product.
She’s not fazed by being
the only female on site
behind a grinding machine, and encourages
other women to get out
and ‘give it a go’.

Customer loyalty for Trevi Benne in Sweden
The Swedish demolition contractor Remoove Demolering
AB is based in Asmundtorp, and was founded in 1997, today
having annual turnover of some €3M. The company is a subsidiary of the concrete cutting company Håltagarna i Skåne
Aktiebolag, and employs around 20 people, using roughly
20 demolition excavators. Its core business is demolition and
decontamination, with the company working mainly in the
southern parts of Sweden, although it also takes on jobs in
other parts of Sweden and in Denmark.
Recently Remoove was hired to demolish a dairy plant in
the city of Bjuv, close to Helsingborg. After demolition, the
former factory space is set to be redeveloped for residential
construction. The crushed and recycled debris resulting from
the work will be used as filling material for the new building
complex, with the former dairy containing some 13,000t
(7,500m3) of concrete, with a further 1,000t of steel being
extracted. The highest point of the building was 22m which
required high reach demolition equipment to be used.
Remoove used for the demolition work a Caterpillar 324E
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equipped with a new demolition shear from Trevi Benne, the
CS 30RS (3t), and a Volvo excavator EC300D equipped
with a Trevi Benne Multi Kit MK25 (3.25t) with a shear kit.
Additionally, the company also used other attachments from
Trevi Benne, including an F 21P pulveriser (2.1t), the HC 20
(2.1t) primary crusher, the selector grapples PMG 15S (1.6t)
and PMG 20S (2.1t). For demolishing the tallest parts of the
factory, Remoove used a Kocurek attachment fitted to a high
reach Volvo EC 460 excavator.
Remoove has experienced sound development and is
growing fast. Over the last few years a lot of equipment has
been purchased from Trevi Benne through its Swedish distributor Andersen Contractor AB. Andersen Contractor has been
the supplier of Trevi Benne equipment in Sweden for over 20
years since being founded by Svend M. Andersen. The owner
of Remoove, and also of Håltagarna i Skåne, Erik Östlund, has
long used Trevi Benne equipment, proving to be an extremely
loyal customer.

www.haltagarnaskane.se

DOUBLE THE POWER
and twice the versatility

Versatility and reduced jaw change times with the

KINSHOFER MULTI-QUICK PROCESSOR

The Kinshofer Multi-Quick Processors (MQP), have
been developed to produce effective cycle times, reduced
jaw changing times and deliver an impressive power to
weight ratio. The attachments allow demolition and
recycling industry contractors to use one attachment
with several jaw sets instead of buying several tools for
different applications. Contractors are able to choose
from six to eight jaw sets, depending on which of the
four MQP models they choose, including dedicated
concrete, steel or tank jaws, as well as combination and
specialty jaws.
The MQP features Kinshofer’s DemaPower cylinder
technology. The cylinder uses four chambers instead of
the two found in other attachments, resulting in 20%
more surface area within the cylinder. That allows the
MQP to exert up to 25% more power from a smaller
attachment, resulting in what the company considers
to be the best power to weight ratio in its size class.
Higher power in a smaller tool also improves efficiency
and performance in high reach demolition, a practice
that’s becoming more common in the U.S.
The double acting speed valves and innovative
cylinder technology also gives the MQP superior jaw
closing and opening speed with cycle times as fast as 5
seconds. With the attachment’s fast cycle times and high
power, contractors can complete jobs as much as 20%
faster. Furthermore contractors can change MQP jaws
faster, easier and more safely thanks to the company’s
DemaLink system.

Kinshofer’s jaw offering include the Combi jaw
for primary demolition and dealing with a mixture of
concrete and steel. The Demolition jaw is for primary
demolition of heavy concrete structures; the Pulverizer
jaw for primary or secondary demolition, as well as some
steel cutting; the steel jaw for primary and secondary
demolition of steel structures and scrap; the Tank Shear
jaw is used for primary and secondary demolition,
including demolition of tanks and cutting steel plates.
Finally the Universal jaw is designed for primary and
secondary demolition of concrete decks.
The MQP Steel and Combi jaws feature Kinshofer’s
DemaGuide™ system, which uses a guide plate to provide additional stability at the pivot point. The extra
stability means greater cutting efficiency and precision.
The MQP also comes equipped with twin rotation
motors, which boosts rotation power and reduces the
risk of the attachment shifting or rotating on its own,
causing potentially dangerous situations. The MQP additionally includes a safety system that reduces the risk
of dangerously high pressures within the rod cylinder.
In addition to offering exchangeable cutting edges
as standard, Kinshofer crusher attachment teeth can
be quickly replaced on site. The ease of replacement
combined with other performance enhancing features,
delivers a low cost of ownership and rapid ROI. Additionally, the company designs the tool’s oil distributor
to include an extra channel to allow for water spray or
grease systems.

The QAC 1450 TwinPower is a containerised unit housing
two compact 725kVA generators powered by V8 Scania
engines with double bearing alternators. This configuration,
with its fast paralleling system, allows the two generators
to work independently or in parallel with each other. Furthermore, the system is fully EU compliant. Julio Tomé,
product marketing manager commented: “From full load
to low load, our TwinPower concept provides the same
output, performance and efficiency as a single generator
package, thereby achieving up to 10% in fuel savings.” He
continued: “In essence, two generators, which are powered
by smaller engines, behave as one large one.”

BossTek extends parts warranty
BossTek has extended the company’s product warranty
to 5years or 5000h on the direct drive fan motor of its
entire product line up. “When we follow up with past
customers, more often than not, instead of replacing their
DustBoss, they’re adding to their fleet as they expand,”
said BossTek chief executive Edwin Peterson. “With so
many of our oldest units still in the field cranking out wide
area dust suppression, extending the warranty was an easy
decision. This warranty demonstrates commitment to our
customers, when they revisit their dust control plans in the
face of changing regulations we want them to be confident
that they are getting the highest quality product on the
market, with the best return on investment.”

Launch of mobile ALLU-App at Intermat 2018

Fast, precise and global communication with the equipment manufacturer is key for customers to get the very
best out of their investment. In order to get closer to the
customer, ALLU is proud to announce the launch of its
own ALLU Mobile Application at Intermat.
ALLU announced the launch of its own mobile
application which received its global launch at Intermat
2018. This mould breaking development is fully integrated with ALLU’s portal providing information, contact
and advice on everything that is relevant to the serial
number of the attachment in the customer’s possession.
The ALLU Mobile Application provides an intelligent digital solution for customers and operators to
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obtain accurate and timely information regarding safe
operations at jobsites, thereby maximizing the use of the
ALLU equipment. The ‘App’ accomplishes this, whenever
a mobile online service is available, through accessing
information that is relevant to the serial number of the
attachment.
The ALLU Mobile Application provides instructions to guide the operator through safe working
methods when using the ALLU attachment throughout
the whole operating and ownership process. The ALLUApp also provides specific information about different
jobsite applications, and how best to utilize the ALLU
equipment.

The Arden Jet technology now available on your
demolition shears, concrete pulverisers
and sorting grabs.

The ﬁrst patented water spraying system integrated in
your demolition attachment to destroy dust.

www.arden-equipment.com

Improved floor
stripper efficiency
An experiment by the UK’s Campaign for Real Ale
(CAMRA) found that the secret to pouring the
perfect pint of beer is in the angle. It has been found
that changing the angle of a stripper blade can also
improve the efficiency of floor removal and extend
tooling life.
The angle a beer is poured is important as the
bubbles therein affect the flavour, with this meaning
that when the angle is too high, beer hits the glass
more quickly, resulting in more bubbles and an altered
taste. At a reduced angle than the usual 450, around
150, the shorter beer head makes for a much better
tasting beverage.
It’s not only drinks where performance can be
affected by angle. Floor strippers must be operated
with tools at the right pitch, essentially the angle to
the floor, for them to be as efficient as possible.
Efficiency is important during surface preparation as it reduces the time and labour needed to
remove a floor, ultimately impacting on a project’s
return on investment. If a job’s square footage per
hour is down, this could indicate that the machine
is not working as it should. Maintaining sharp tooling at the correct pitch is a good way to prevent this
from happening.

Keeping up speed
How hard the coating or material is, and how it is
stuck to the floor dictate how the pitch of the blade
should be set. The pitch should be adjusted to the
sweet spot between the material on the floor and the
concrete for maximum efficiency. Finding the sweet
spot is important, as with too much pitch the machine
can dig into the subfloor, which can cause the blade
to wear more quickly. The blade can also snap if the
operator hits something, which can result in damage
to the machine. Not enough pitch, and the machine
will jump over the flooring without removing it, as it
lacks the downward pressure on the blade.
Different tooling requires a different pitch. Tool
choice is also determined by the material on the floor,
so contractors must choose the correct blade for the
application, be it removing ceramic, wood, carpet or
tile. Certain tooling types, like wood or ceramic, may
have a recommended pitch. However, with carpet and
tile floors, finding the sweet spot can only be done
by testing. Depending on the machine, changing the
pitch can either be done manually or with a lever.
National Flooring Equipment offers scrapers
with a dual lift feature, where the pitch and angle
can be changed in two places, which means that
the machine is stronger. The operator has multiple
adjustments at their fingertips to allow correct blade
adjustment, without manually adjusting the front end
of the machine. This is more important when removing ceramic and wood, as the specific angle needed
can only be achieved with multiple adjustments.
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ECOLOGICAL DAMBUSTING in South Africa
Selected South African dams, some only decades old, are being removed or made more fit for purpose and environmentally friendly
with targeted demolition or rehabilitation. This is in line with an
international drive to remove unnecessary man made water catchments to the advantage of the natural life cycle. PDi’s Africa editor
Kevin Mayhew looks at the 'dambusters' in South Africa.
The Sasbie River has been improved for the good of
its wild life and improved the world famous Kruger
National Park (KNP). Teeming with wildlife, it is one
of the world’s prime safari tourist destinations. This
has been accomplished through a long term series of
relatively small scale demolitions of a dam wall, weirs
and a windmill on the river.
On the Sasbie River, located in the heart of the
KNP, is the Kanniedood dam which was demolished
following a three week ‘phase 1’ demolition programme
being concluded in April of this year. Phase 2 will be
completed next year. The high conservation area has
a multitude of free roaming wildlife which attracts
thousands of tourists each year, who are able to see the
famed ‘big five’ consisting of lion, leopard, white or
black rhino, elephant and buffalo.
As an unusual location for a demolition works, the
contracting authority, SA National Parks (SANParks),
chose to use the South African Army for the demolition
work. This is not surprising as the army has a permanent
presence in the park. Here they assist the South African
Police Service (SAPS) in patrolling the country’s borders
with neighbouring countries against illegal immigration,
as well as providing back up for anti-poaching activities.
Before the demolition was accomplished, army
engineers clearing the affected areas of wildlife as best
they could, utilising a spotter aircraft to ensure that
no visitors were unwittingly in the danger area of the
demolition. Following the demolition by explosive,
rubble was removed in order to re-establish a pristine
environment in the river where 46 species of fish thrive.
Removing any impediment to free river flow has
been lauded by SANParks freshwater ecologist, Robin
Peterson, who called the river, “One of the most pristine

in Africa, and an extremely important river system in
South Africa.” The removal of the artificial barriers (the
dams) will enable fish to spawn in traditional, healthy,
breeding grounds which means more food for natural
predators and people.
One of the companies involved in the demolition
of the dams in South Africa is Johannesburg based
demolition company Jet Demolition. It has executed
controlled demolition and rehabilitation work at various South African dams to varying degrees over the past
few years. These include the Hazelmere, Hammarsdale
and Midmar dams in KwaZulu-Natal province, and the
Grassridge dam in the Eastern Cape Province.
The largest two thus far were its contracts at Midmar
and Hazelmere. According to the company’s director,
Joe Brinkmann, the work has been exacting; “It tests
your ability, experience, capacity and planning when
demolishing dam walls. Even more so when one is preparing dam infrastructure for rehabilitation works. Your
demolition activities must not jeopardise the integrity
of the remaining structures, and must be extensively
tailored to suit the extent of rehabilitation required.”
The actual demolition work involved individually
assessed and adopted hybrid solutions from the array of
available demolition tools and methods. These included
blasting, vertical and horizontal drilling, coring, diamond wire cutting, mechanical breaking and specialised
machinery and attachments.
Worldwide about 1600 dams have been earmarked
for removal or rehabilitation in the interests of fish, birds
and other wild life. Originally many were constructed
roughshod over fish spawning grounds and feeder river
systems that are vital to the survival of many freshwater
species.
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New EvoQuip machines to be launched at Hillhead

Epiroc adds
two new models
Designed for carriers in the 20t to 30t and 25t to 40t
range respectively, the CC 2300 and CC 3100 combi
cutters provide a productive combination of short cycle
times, easy handling and simple maintenance.
The CC 2300 and CC 3100 possess the features
that make attachments in the Epiroc’s combi cutter
range a popular choice on demolition sites around the
world. They are robust, multi-purpose machines offering
low noise and vibration operation, being suitable for
practically any kind of primary demolition work. The
cutting blades are replaceable and reversible, and can be
equipped with different sized jaws.

Highly versatile
Like other attachments in the range, both the CC 2300
and the CC 3100 are available with two jaw versions:
the universal version (U) and the steel cutting version
(S). The universal versions are ideal for light to medium
duty building demolition and heavy duty industrial
demolition involving heavily reinforced concrete. The
steel cutting versions are specifically designed for cutting
steel profiles in general steel structures.

Features that boost productivity
Productivity is ensured with the stable cutter body featuring two powerful hydraulic cylinders with integrated
speed valves for minimum cycle times and, in turn,
low fuel consumption. Fully protected by piston rod
guards, the cylinders deliver virtually constant closing
force which remains high even when the jaws are almost
closed. Two jaws moving independently eliminate displacement forces on the cutter and the carrier, ensuring
controlled demolition of unstable concrete walls. The
hydraulic drive gives 360° endless rotation, allowing
precise handling and optimal positioning.

Fast, easy jaw replacement
A modular design combined with the jaws being mounted on one central bearing pin, allow the cutter jaws to
be changed easily on site. Thanks to the combi cutters
CAPS coupling and positioning system, the two jaws
can quickly be removed and refitted as one unit. CAPS
also makes handling of the dismounted the jaws much
easier as the two jaws remain connected even after they
have been removed from the carrier. Refitting is simple
using the special guide system supplied.
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EvoQuip has launched three new products at Hillhead.
The machines are the Cobra 230R impact crusher, Cobra
290R impact crusher and Colt 1000 scalping screen.
The Cobra 230R was on display, while there were live
demonstrations of the Cobra 290R feeding the Colt 1000
throughout the three days of the show.
The EvoQuip range of mobile crushing and screening equipment provides a compact and versatile solution
which can deal with the most demanding of applications,
including reinforced concrete, recycled asphalt, construction and demolition waste, coal and natural rock.
EvoQuip also provides the perfect solution for onsite
recycling in urban areas, with all the new products being
easily transportable from job to job.
The Cobra range of Impactors provides high productivity and versatility combined with excellent fuel
efficiency, with the range being designed with the operator
in mind in terms of ease of use and serviceability. The new
Cobra 230R is a closed circuit version which incorporates
a 2.44m x 1.2m (8’ x 4’) post screen that ensures the

required product specification is achieved, with oversize
material either being recirculated back to the crusher or
stockpiled. The ability to quickly detach the complete
after-screen system, including the oversize conveyor,
provides the option of either running the machine in
standard mode or transporting it separately.
This latest addition to EvoQuip’s scalping screen
range is the Colt 1000, the largest screen in the portfolio,
and is capable of processing up to 360tph depending on
application. The highly versatile machine incorporates
an aggressive double deck screen of 3.96m (13’) x 1.22m
(4’). The variable screening angle, and numerous screen
media options, ensures the machine is able to operate in
both heavy duty scalping and precision screening applications being able to tackle the most difficult of materials.
All models can be fitted with the T-Link telemetry
system which provides the customer with real time information on the performance of their machine. Telematics
maximises uptime, parts and service availability as well as
providing factual up to date information from the field.

WACKER NEUSON UNVEILS

first battery powered zero tail mini excavator

Wacker Neuson unveiled its first fully electric, battery powered
mini excavator at this year’s Intermat. The EZ17e performs and
handles like a diesel powered model, but adds to Wacker
Neuson’s range of zero emissions solutions.
Wacker Neuson is strengthening its position as an
innovation leader in the zero emissions segment with
machines such as the EZ17e. The zero emissions line up
currently comprises of two battery powered rammers, a
dual power excavator, two electric wheel loaders, an electric track dumper and a battery powered vibratory plate.
The electric, zero tail EZ17e mini excavator is the latest
addition to the range and will be available from 2019.
The EZ17e can run entirely on its battery, but may
also be operated while connected to the mains, and even
charged while in operation thanks to its smart charging
management system. This makes it the ideal solution for
environments where emissions and noise have to be kept
to a minimum. Combined with the other products in
the Wacker Neuson zero emissions range, the machine
can thus contribute to construction sites that want to
reduce noise and eliminate emissions.
The mini excavator is also a zero tail model and
therefore offers zero over hang. Operators do not have to
worry about damaging the machine when working close
to walls or in confined spaces as the tail of the electric
excavator never extends beyond the undercarriage. This
also makes the EZ17e ideal for tunnel construction,
demolition and redevelopment work in confined spaces,
and for restoration projects inside buildings.
All hydraulic functions are as powerful as those of
the conventional model. The battery is integrated in the
existing engine compartment, with the EZ17e weighing almost exactly the same as the diesel version. The

EZ17e is powered by the latest lithium-ion technology,
which Wacker Neuson has been using and continuously
developing for many years now. The battery can be
charged overnight via a domestic socket (110-230V), or
in just four hours using a high voltage current. Service
teams do not need any extra training for servicing the
machine, making the electric excavator particularly attractive to rental fleets.
“Electric drives are becoming increasingly important. For rental companies in particular, these solutions
are an interesting supplement to existing fleets as many
of their customers rent products for specific projects such
as renovation work inside buildings or tunnel construction,” says Alexander Greschner of Wacker Neuson SE.
“Electric drives are also low maintenance. This is a huge
benefit as it reduces maintenance time and costs and
maximizes machine availability.”
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is both easy and safe to operate; the latter helped by
a standard seatbelt and optional sensors that lock the
controls, preventing movement if the operator is not
sitting firmly on the seat. Transportation is also safe and
secure, helped by four easily accessed tie down points
on the upper frame. Being light weight, it can be safely
transported with up to three buckets and a hydraulic
breaker on a compact trailer.

Case mini excavators raise
the bar on productivity, comfort, and safety

MANY FACTORS TO BASE
MINI EXCAVATOR SELECTION ON
Buyers always have a personal checklist when acquiring a mini
or compact excavator. There are the usual items like power, versatility, comfort, ruggedness, and ease of maintenance. There
are also intangibles, such as past experience with a particular
manufacturer, recommendations from colleagues, and perhaps
even the colour. PDi’s Jim Parsons reports.
Industry research estimates that 825,000 excavators (encompassing all sizes) were sold during 2017 and projections
estimate that figure to reach 1M annually by 2020. Despite
the high demand, excavators remain very much a buyer’s
market, and if skilled operators continue to be in short
supply, these machines will have to do even more than
their predecessors. This all means that PDi’s annual look at
what’s new in the increasingly popular mini and compact
excavator category is an essential tool, containing numerous individual features that appeal to the individual buyer.

Volvo unveils 1.8t ECR18E ultra
short swing radius compact excavator
Receiving its worldwide premiere at Intermat, Volvo’s
1.8t ECR18E is designed for the tightest of spaces.
Thanks to its ultra-short tail design, the shortest radius
in the Volvo range, it can work close to obstacles without
colliding with them. Featuring a variable undercarriage,
the ECR18E can retract to less than 1m wide to enter
confined areas, or expand to 1.35m.
Particularly suited to the needs of rental businesses,
the ECR18E is designed for low cost of ownership. Robust by design thanks to a high profile counterweight,
the machine is made for easy maintenance, with 50h
greasing intervals and a hinged fuel tank providing excel-
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lent access to the engine compartment. The engine can
also be fitted with auto idle and auto engine shutdown
features, which both reduces noise disturbance, service
costs and fuel consumption while ensuring a higher
resale value.
The cab environment of the ECR18E is both roomy
and uncluttered. With fingertip operation, simple
layout controls, and large travel pedals, the machine

Case has launched its new C Series mini excavator range
with six models ranging from 1.7t to 6t. The C Series
‘raises the bar’ compared to the previous range, with
better performance, a rich array of features, and even
greater comfort and safety, all contributing to outstanding productivity.
The C Series mini excavators include features that
will make the operator’s work easier, more comfortable
and more productive. They include the new easy to
read digital cluster that provides useful information and
warning lights and standard Engine Start Limitation
(ESL) anti-theft system as well as a hydraulic quick
coupler for fast attachment changes.
Other features include ROPS, TOPS, and FOPS
compliance, emergency stop switch, travel alarm, and
object handling kit. The safety valves prevent loads from
slipping in case of hose failure. The pilot system with
accumulator enables the operator to put the attachment
down safely even when the engine is off, whilst the
double flange rollers minimise the risk of detracking
and improve stability.
The 1.7t CX17C provides productivity, comfort,
and safety, while the 1.8t CX18C stands out for powerful performance and working range. Both models’
compact dimensions enable them to work efficiently in
the tightest spots and feature hydraulically retractable
tracks with inner routing of hydraulic hoses. When the
tracks are retracted, the machines are less than 1m wide.
The CX17C features a Zero Tail Swing design, which
ensures there is no risk of hitting an obstacle with the
back of the machine meaning, it can work effectively
and safely in the most confined spaces.
The 2.6t CX26C and 3.7t CX37C models possess
an excellent working range, reach and dig depth, as well
as ample boom swing angles. They are available with a
choice of long and short arms, which deliver a maximum
dig depth of 2,645mm and 2,420mm respectively for

the CX26C, and 3,440mm and 3,135mm respectively
for the CX37C. The top of the range 5.7t CX57C and
6.0t CX60C stand out for their excellent engine power,
lifting capacity and comfort features.

Wacker Neuson debuts first
battery powered mini excavator at Intermat
Intermat visitors got the first look at Wacker Neuson’s
EZ17e battery powered mini excavator, which delivers
the same power and performance as its diesel powered
models. Available in 2019, the EZ17e is a new addition
to the group’s long established zero emissions product
line. The EZ17e is powered by lithium-ion technology,
which has been used by Wacker Neuson for many years.
Its long service life means that the all-electric excavator
t remains operational for a full working day.
A 110-230V power outlet is sufficient to charge
the battery overnight, with a quick charge by high
voltage power supply in four hours also being possible.
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Thanks to the intelligent charging management, the
EZ17e can be used battery operated or connected to
the power supply system, and even charged while being
operated. This makes the EZ17e particularly suitable
for environments where exhaust fumes and noise are
to be avoided. It is also a zero-tail excavator, designed
without rear overhang. Thus, the operator does not need
to worry damaging the machine or the surroundings
while working near the walls or in confined spaces.
The rear of the electric excavator never reaches beyond
the undercarriage, making the EZ17e ideal for use in
tunnelling, demolition and renovation work in small
spaces, or for interior restorations.

Mecalac converts
12MTX into e12 electric mini excavator
Also new in the zero emissions category is Mecalac’s
e12, an electric version of the company’s 12MTX. The
engine compartment houses LiFePO4 (lithium iron
phosphate) battery technology for a high capacity of 146
kW hours, giving the e12 up to 8h of operating time.
The system also supports three times as many charge
cycles as conventional batteries, with better safety, with
there being no risk of fires or battery fluid leaks. The
e12 has a charging station that can be used to recharge
it on site in 6h to 7h.
With a structure designed for
city use, and two independently operating electric motors, one powering
the excavation mechanism and one for
movement, the Mecalac e12 is set to become a fixture in plant fleets for urban
settings. Apart from its performance

and range, its 100% electric transmission offers excellent
tractive force as soon as the engine is started, with brake
energy regeneration.

New compact excavators from Kubota
Kubota’s new U27-4 features adjustable auxiliary flow
hydraulics, an auxiliary diverter valve, two speed automatic downshift travel, as well as excellent reach and
dig depth. The powerful and well balanced arm and
bucket design allows the operator to dig faster, deeper,
and more efficiently even in the toughest conditions.
Engineered to prioritize productivity, the U27-4 boasts a
high working range (including reach and digging depth)
and a bucket digging force of 3,181kg. It is also fitted
with a large, spacious cab with wider entrance, greater leg
room, more flow space and a luxurious interior as well
as a new user friendly front meter panel. An enclosed
cab option with heat is also available.
The new KX033-4 is part of Kubota’s popular
KX Series and sits in the 3t class yet boasts the lifting
capacity of a larger machine. Ideal for hard to reach
areas, the KX033-4’s optional extendable dipper arm
can be quickly and easily extended up to 787.4mm,
boosting productivity as well as efficiency. Its impressive capabilities include a digging depth of 3.7m and a
digging reach of 5.6m.

Bobcat expands R-Series line with E85
Bobcat has expanded its R-Series excavator line with the
new E85, the largest machine in the company’s compact
excavator family. The E85 has been redesigned with
performance, uptime protection and operator comfort
in mind, and features the same bold, distinct design
and other cab upgrades. The 49kW E85 shares the same
Bobcat® turbo charged diesel engine technology as other
models introduced in 2017, and does not require a diesel
particulate filter (DPF) or selective catalytic reduction
(SCR), as well as possessing similar cab upgrades found
on the current R-Series excavators. Furthermore a new
standard lift eye is included to help operators properly
lift and place objects.
The 330mm of tail overhang allows the E85 to
work in compact environments. The excavator’s boom
swing frame stays within the width of the machine’s
tracks as it swings, making it easier to perform in confined jobsite conditions and next to buildings or other
obstructions where larger equipment, such as a tractor
loader backhoe, can’t fit.
Bobcat’s E85 excavator cabs are rated as a Level
1 Falling Object Protective Structure (FOPS). The
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improved top window and narrower side pillars contribute to visibility, providing an excellent view of the
excavator’s work pattern and surrounding areas. Left
and right mirrors enhance the operator’s visibility from
inside the cab, with a new sun visor over the top window
shielding operators’ eyes.
The new machine features a standard, easy to reach
control pattern selector enabling quick switch from ISO
controls to standard controls. With the repositioned
second auxiliary hydraulic selector switch, operators
can toggle between the optional second auxiliary and
the boom offset without removing their hands from the
left joystick. The design allows open access to the engine
area for daily maintenance checks, providing access to
the engine and routine maintenance components to
help minimise machine downtime.

Yanmar commemorates
excavator anniversary with new models
Intermat in Paris was the setting for Yanmar’s celebration
of the 50th anniversary of its first mini excavator, with
the manufacturer presenting its latest developments. The
SV60 is the latest Yanmar short tail midi excavator, with
the 5.7t machine having been designed to respond to
the most demanding requirements regarding comfort
and stability.
Putting the operator at the centre of its design, Yanmar has developed a design concept providing comfort
for enhanced productivity, with the cabin offering high
capacity which is comparable to 8t and 10t excavators.
Operating controls and switches are ergonomically arranged for easy reach, and an air suspended seat comes as
standard. The latter is fully adjustable and has a headrest,
thus reducing body tension and fatigue. The standard
SV60 is also equipped with a rear view camera.
The SV60 has a new generation Yanmar engine
with an output of 33.4kW at 2,200 rpm. This is the
result of Yanmar’s continuous efforts to further develop
technological enhancements in terms of fuel consumption and emissions. The hydraulic system cumulates the
flow of separate pumps in order to obtain the optimal
combination in terms of speed, power, smoothness and
balance. All operations can be performed smoothly and
concurrently, even while traveling. The optimal mass
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distribution and the design of the midi excavator result
in the improved loading chart and its static stability. The
SV60 has a high digging force to be more productive
and to work in hard conditions.
Yanmar also presented four renewed models of
zero tail swing mini excavators between 2t and 4t: the
ViO26-6, ViO27-6, ViO33-6, and ViO38-6. The ViO6 range is equipped with the latest generation of Yanmar
TNV engines, with emissions, sound levels, and fuel
consumption being reduced. Neither the counterweight
nor the front of the upper frame exceeds the track width,
meaning that when combined with a very small turning
radius and reduced transport weight, the four models
operate easily, even in confined spaces.

Doosan’s New DX17Z mini excavator
Doosan’s DX17Z is ideal for rental and urban construction sites with limited space. It is designed for all types of
applications that require frequent mobility, compact size,
powerful performance, providing a comfortable working
environment. The 1.7t DX17Z is ‘zero house swing’
offering easy transportability and more functionality
than a zero tail swing due to the full protection to the
front upper structure corners within the swing circle.
As a result, functionality provides 320° of free rotation
while working close to any object.
The stability of the DX17Z is said to be excellent,
and when fully retracted, the undercarriage allows the

excavator to go through narrow spaces. When fully
expanded, it provides optimum stability for the excavator, with expansion and retraction being simple via an
electric switch on the control panel. The optional long
dozer blade also significantly improves front stability,
enabling the operator to make full use of the breakout
forces the DX17Z can deliver. The extra stability is essential for making maximum use of the digging forces
and lifting capacities available in the DX17Z. This firm
foundation of optimised stability and lifting capacity
enables the DX17Z to provide versatility in operating
with a wide range of attachments.
The DX17Z can be supplied with an optional certified 'object handling device', which consists of a boom
load holding valve, arm load holding valve, hooking
device, and overload warning device. The superior
dumping height of the DX17Z makes loading trucks
an easy process, while the reach at ground level means
the operator does not have to reposition the excavator
as often as other machines when digging.
Incorporating the architecture of a 2t class hydraulic
system, with a combination of variable piston pumps
and a gear pump, the DX17Z’s unique hydraulic system
makes the best possible use of the engine’s power. Fast
cycle times, combined with smooth control of breakout forces, aid productivity. Boom and arm cylinder
cushioning enhance the overall smoothness of the
workgroup.
The DX17Z has a standard operating weight of
1.49t and a maximum digging depth of 2,249mm.
With a transport weight of less than 1.65t, the DX17Z
is towable on trailers 2.2t of total weight. The use of
highly durable materials ensures the DX17Z is highly
robust and easy to repair, with heavy steel gauge covers
and tailgate providing high levels of durability and peace
of mind while working.
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Cat launches ‘Next Generation’ line of excavators
The new 36t excavators from Caterpillar, the 336 and
336 GC ‘Next Generation series’, have been developed
to increase operating efficiency, lower fuel and maintenance costs, and improve operator comfort compared
to previous models. The new excavators offer unique
combinations of features designed to match contractors’
productivity and cost targets.
Delivering high production performance, the new
Cat 336 features standard integrated Cat Connect
technology and the most power and lift capacity of
the two models. The result is high productivity at low
cost. The new Cat 336 GC combines a balance of productivity features with reduced fuel consumption and
maintenance costs. The result is high reliability and low
cost per hour performance.
The new Cat 336 is said to have the industry’s
highest level of standard factory equipped technology
to boost productivity. Integrated Cat Connect technol-

ogy increases operating efficiency by up to 45% over
traditional grading operations. The standard Cat Grade
with 2D system provides guidance for depth, slope,
and horizontal distance to grade through the standard
touchscreen monitor. The system is readily upgradable
to Cat Grade with Advanced 2D or Cat Grade with 3D.
Standard Grade Assist automates boom, stick, and
bucket movements so operators can effortlessly stay on
grade with single lever digging. Cat Payload delivers
precise load targets and increased loading efficiency with
on the go weighing, and real time payload estimates,
without ‘swinging’ to prevent truck over/under loading.
The E-fence feature prevents the excavator from moving
outside operator defined set points which is particularly
useful when working beneath structures or near traffic.
Furthermore Cat LINK hardware and software connect
jobsites to the office, providing customers with machine
critical operating information.

The two new models have been designed to consume
less fuel with the 336 delivering savings of up to 15%.
New Smart mode operation automatically matches engine
and hydraulic power to digging conditions, optimising
both fuel consumption and performance. Engine speed is
automatically lowered when there is no hydraulic demand
to further reduce fuel usage. The cooling system features
a new fan that runs on demand to keep the excavator
working at the correct operating temperature. With a
new electrohydraulic operation, the models feature a new
main control valve that eliminates the need for pilot lines,
reduces pressure losses, and lowers fuel consumption. Fewer
hydraulic lines on the excavators result in less oil required,
lowering long term operating costs.
The new Cat excavators have been developed to reduce
maintenance costs by up to 15%. A new air filter with
integrated pre cleaner and primary and secondary filters, has
improved the dust holding capacity of the previous design.
The new hydraulic return filter has a 3,000h service life,
estimated to be a 50% increase over the previous filter. The
fuel system, water and sediment drains, and hydraulic system oil level, are positioned close together at ground level,
making routine daily maintenance faster, easier, and safer.
With a choice of three cab packages, all ‘Next Generation’ excavator cabs come equipped with standard
features including keyless push button start, large standard
touchscreen monitor with jog dial keys for control, and
sound suppressed rollover protective structures (ROPS).
New advanced viscous mounts reduce cab vibration and a
Bluetooth integrated radio with USB ports for connecting
and charging phones bring enhance usability. Automatic
climate control maintains internal cab temperature settings regardless of external ambient temperatures, with a
programmable joystick enabling the operator to ‘dial in’
productivity settings.

Case extends G-Series waste handler wheel loader range
Komatsu at Intermat 2018

Komatsu Europe launched a number of new products at
Intermat this spring. More than 30 Komatsu machines
were displayed on an indoor 3,200 m² stand in Hall 5B,
with Komatsu’s technologies also being demonstrated live
on a 2,000 m² outdoor area.
Komatsu’s intelligent machine control technology took
centre stage. The PC210LCi‐11 excavator with an automated
tilt bucket, and a D61PXi‐24 dozer displayed this development which was a major development for the industry on
its launch in 2013. The Komatsu intelligent machine control
system has been developed to boost the efficiency of Komatsu
machines, thereby improving competitiveness.
Launched a decade ago, Komatsu’s hybrid technology
is said to be unique, delivering reliable and advanced performance. It was represented at Intermat by the powerful
and quiet HB365NLC‐3, in ‘narrow’ configuration. Now
with over 4,000 hybrid models sold worldwide, it is said that
the models have assisted customers to reduce their carbon
footprint and fuel consumption by up to 30%.
Komatsu’s growing range of MR‐5 utility excavators was
also showcased. These hi tech and versatile tools are designed
to work in tight areas. The demonstration area featured the
PC390HRD‐11 demolition excavator in action, as well as
a display featuring the efficiency of Komatsu’s intelligent
machine control.
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Case Construction Equipment unveiled at Intermat
2018 its new wheel loaders developed for waste and
compost recycling applications: the new 821G and
921G waste handlers. The two models share the high
levels of operator comfort, visibility and operator protection that are the hallmark of the G-Series. Powered
by efficient EU Stage IV/Tier 4 Final diesel engines,
developed in house, they deliver 230hp and 255hp
respectively, and feature exclusive solutions that match
the requirements of companies operating in the waste
and recycling industries.
The cab of the two waste handler models delivers
excellent visibility with their revolutionary one piece
curved screen. Operators are able to benefit from
outstanding comfort with the seat mounted controls,
premium seat and user friendly controls layout, as
well as the low noise and vibrations of the cab which
is mounted on four viscostatic suspensions. Effective
pressurisation ensures that all the air entering the cab is
cleaned and purified through a two stage filter system
with active carbon.
The layout of the waste handlers’ features a rear
mounted engine, unique to Case wheel loaders, resulting in a superior weight distribution that enables
a higher bucket payload. This approach also has the
advantage of providing access to the main service points
at ground level, ensuring greater safety for maintenance
operations.
The new models feature Case’s unique EU Stage
IV/Tier 4 Final Hi-eSCR technology, which does not

require Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) or Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (EGR). This means that with the HieSCR solution, the full power of the engine is available
to the operator. In addition, this technology kills the
sparks in the exhaust, so that operation in waste or recycling facilities, handling flammable materials, is safer.
The Proshift 5 speed transmission and torque
converter lock up enables the operator to take full
advantage of the outstanding torque, delivering fuel
savings and faster cycles. The two new models feature
the Case’s heavy duty cooling cube. This exclusive
system features a cube layout for the radiators, which
results in maximum cooling performance and reduced
clean out requirements. In addition, when operating
with sticky materials, wide core radiators can be used to
avoid clogging. This cooling system is designed to work
round the clock, delivering enhanced performance in
the extreme conditions of waste and recycling facilities.

Spezialmaschinen GmbH
REMOTE CONTROLLED DEMOLITION ROBOTS

Breithornstraße 10 · D-81825 München
E-mail: info@toptec-germany.de
Tel.:
+49 (0) 89 - 42 72 05 50

www.toptec-germany.de

STEELWRIST

the new player for quick and easy demolition and recycling attachment switches
Steelwrist is well known as a manufacturer of tiltrotators and
quick couplers, but has recently announced that it is now
releasing a range of tools designed for quick and easy demolition and recycling attachment tool changes. The increasingly
international focus of the company has also seen it establish
its own US subsidiary in Berlin, CT.
Over the last decade or so, every professional excavator
operator has learnt that fully automatic quick coupling
hydraulic systems are now a powerful and competitive
asset in the demolition and recycling industry. As the
demands for increased safety, efficiency and improved
material separation in the workplace has become more
prominent, the need to change tools more often has
also increased. This has correspondingly increased the
demands placed on demolition and recycling equipment, especially in ‘heavier’ applications.

Four well known systems
Today, modern operators strive to get in and out of the
excavator as little as possible to change tools. When there
is a real need, the break in work needs to be as short as
possible, with little oil spill, and with a small a risk as
possible of injury to anyone. Ultimately, this needs to
be accomplished efficiently and with flexibility.
Historically, in the demolition and recycling context, four automatic quick coupling systems have domi-
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nated the market: Likufix, VarioLock and OilQuick with
OilQuick being the biggest. In the European Nordic
markets, OilQuick is considered to be highly advanced
and has dominated the market to date. The Likufix
system is owned by Liebherr, and is strong in German
speaking markets, with a correspondingly strong link
to operators of Liebherr excavators. Lehnhoff, currently
owned by Komatsu, manufactures VarioLock.
OilQuick is a particularly well known system, being
a particularly appreciated quick coupler system among
heavy demolition contractors, especially in Europe.
Engcon, as with OilQuick, is a Swedish manufacturer,
and has developed EC-Oil. This is being used by demolition contractors increasingly in Nordic countries,
but OilQuick's more advanced system dominates the
market.
What generally differentiates the fully automatic
quick couplings is the design, which effectively divides
the four manufacturers into two groups. This is most
clearly apparent in the locking mechanism itself for

The Steelwrist automatic quick coupler SQ70
with Qplus.

when the quick coupling closes and the connections are
being protected. Likufix and VarioLock's ‘female sides’
of the connection are exposed horizontally, while the
OilQuick and EC-Oil's ‘female sides’ in the coupling
are vertically exposed. The vertical locking function has
proved preferable as it more efficiently prevents dust
and harmful particles getting into the sensitive parts
of the system.

Steelwrist’s fully
automatic SQ mountings and Qplus
A new development was seen in 2017 which shook up
the market. A new Swedish manufacturer appeared,
Steelwrist, with a new automatic quick coupling system,
which also possesses a vertical locking function which
better protects the sensitive connection area. Steelwrist
itself is not a new company, and has manufactured and
sold a series of tiltrotators, quick hitches and mechanical
and hydraulic attachments since 2005. Its new quick
coupling system is called the SQ, and offers quick and
safe tool replacements in just a few seconds directly
from the cab. Initially the products were launched solely
to the Swedish market, but success has seen the range
now available internationally. Since 2017 Steelwrist has
operated its own US subsidiary with sales, service and
stock in Berlin, CT.
In April 2017, Steelwrist launched its SQ series
consisting of automatic quick couplers, tiltrotators and
adapter plates, which were followed in the autumn of
2017 with the launch of the Qplus switching technology.
Both the SQ Series and Qplus are fully compatible with
OilQuick’s OQ hitches.
In order to make operation as efficient and easy as
possible for contractor and operators, Qplus maximises
oil flow, prolongs operating time and enables easier
service when compared to alternative solutions. Steelwrist automatic oil couplers follow the internationally
expanding symmetrical standard, and possess a wedge
lock system to ISO 13031: 2016. In addition to complying with ISO 13031: 2016, Steelwrist brackets and
tiltrotators also include the patented ‘front pin lock’
technology, which increases operator safety through
ensuring that the attachment is not ‘lost’.
In order to find out more about the company’s
recent developments and news, PDi's editor recently
had the privilege of meeting the company's founder and
chief executive, Stefan Stockhaus, and the company's US
sales coordinator Sofia Danielsson, at Steewrist's plant
in Sollentuna, north of Stockholm, Sweden.

The new Qplus system includes a new sealing method
that makes sealing exchange easy, and increases oil
flow which increases operational time.

sensitive to OilQuick AB's management, who chose to
apply for trademark registration of OQ the day after our
product launch. We therefore chose to change product
designations to Steelwrist SQ. We have received a great
reception since the product launch and for us, the name
is not important, since we believe that customers already
understand that Steelwrist SQ is fully compatible with
OilQuick OQ,” says Stefan Stockhaus.
Steelwrist did have an alternative solution to not
making a compatible system, but this was rejected. “The
world does not need a new connection system. Instead
the excavator owner needs a cost effective standardised
solution for easy replacement of work tools. Now, we
focused on making the product even better while maintaining compatibility,” says Stockhaus.
What is even more interesting is what Steelwrist has
accomplished with the Qplus inside couplings’. Since
initial production of the series began, the connections
have been further developed so that flow capacity has
been substantially increased. Depending on the coupling size, the flow area has been increased by up to
37%, whilst a completely new sealing method has also
been introduced. In addition to improved oil flow, the
customer also benefits through increases in operational
time, as the time required between sealing changes has
increased. Essentially, the change is now much easier and
faster than previously, and without the need for special
tools. “We are now building up production capacity
further to meet demand, and Qplus is standard in all

SQ deliveries since November, 2017,” says Stockhaus.
Today, Steelwrist's fully automated quick couplers
include SQ auto connect systems in three sizes: SQ60
for 12t-20t excavators, SQ70 for excavators between
18t-33t and SQ80 which was launched in May 2018
for excavators between 25t-43t. “It is in this segment
that our automated quick couplings become really
interesting for the demolition and recycling market,”
says Stockhaus.
The investment in a fully automated quick coupling
system for a demolition or recycling contractor results
in a significant increase in both efficiency and safety
in the workplace. It is also considerably more environmentally friendly, as any oil spill is radically decreased.
The amount of sorting at the worksite can be increased
through the easy use of several types of attachments.
For the contractor however, the first thought is cost.
The pricing levels of the existing systems vary in
terms of function and price. It is probably a truism
that for many years manufacturers have not invested in
developing or simplifying their solutions, or in making
them more cost efficient. Steelwrist approached this head
on and, with its new fully automated quick coupling
system, and Qplus, has delivered a solution with a
significantly lower purchase price in comparison to the
big selling OilQuick. Additionally it possesses a higher
degree of simplicity in order to replace, for example,
seals without recourse to special tools.

www.steelwrist.com

New, smart and easy business focussed solution
The tool attachment market has traditionally limited
customer choice. Depending on which standard system
contractors in different countries choose, the user is
bound to that standard without many alternatives. With
its new SQ series and Qplus, Steelwrist has sought to
simplify this for the contractor by making its system
compatible with OilQuick. However, when a similar
name as OilQuick was chosen, namely OQ, this was
not warmly welcomed.
“Our intention was to make it easy for the customers to know which products are compatible with
each other, and to build an international standard
for automatic oil connections. This proved to be very

Steelwrist founder and president, Stefan Stockhaus.
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Brokk’s launches four new

POWERFUL MACHINES

In April this year four new Brokk models were released.
This marked the company's biggest product launch ever,
with innovation matching the power of the new equipment.
As a renowned manufacturer of demolition robots,
Brokk AB located in Skellefteå, Sweden, is considered
to be a major success story, with the relatively newly released Brokk 280 and Brokk 500 being warmly received.
Thus it came as a surprise that at Brokk’s international
dealer meeting in March this year, Brokk showcased four
new robots: Brokk 170, Brokk 200, Brokk 300 and the
diesel Brokk 520D.

Very strong sales growth
Since 2016, Brokk has experienced a dramatic increase
in sales, perhaps the largest ever in the company's history,
and by 2018, the goal is to reach a turnover of around
SEK 1b. PDi's editor recalls that in the early 1990s,
sales levels were around €15M, which was considered
very good at that time. The US market grew rapidly
and strongly, through the work of its distributor retailer
North American Sales, which today is a wholly owned
Brokk subsidiary.
An important addition to Brokk's sales increase
is the acquisition of the company Aquajet Systems in
2017, which has contributed nearly with €9,7M to sales.
Aquajet, like Brokk, possesses strong profitability, and
had before the acquisition a profit margin of around
10%. Profitability in Brokk has been good to very good
since the beginning of the 21st century and has been in
the region of 20% and upwards.

Continuous development
of technique and methodology
With these facts in mins, the question arises as what
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makes the Brokk method of doing things, and now
Aquajet Systems products, unique? PDi’s own theory
is that the industry's own development combined with
Brokk and Aquajet's keen commitment in developing
products for multiple applications have gone hand in
hand. Perhaps Brokk could have developed even faster
in a larger ownership context, but at the same time the
question is was the industry mature enough to accommodate this growth?
Both Brokk and Aquajet have developed in line
with the industry and other players; this is probably an
important factor in explaining the company's favourable
and profitable development. Now the avowed aim of
the combined company is to reach the next level where
demolition robot and hydrodemolition technology will
be integrated with each other. A good example today is
where the Swedish demolition contractor Rivkompaniet
uses both Brokk machines and hydrodemolition technology on the renovation of an eight storey building in
Sergelhuset, in the middle of Stockholm.
"An important part of our success is our relationship with the users of our technology. We do not sell
our clients just products without an effective solution
that makes them more efficient and profitable in their
work, "says Brokk chief executive Martin Krupicka.
Here, Martin refers to a concept that was launched
in 2016, which might not have been required earlier,
namely Brokk SmartPower.
Although the building and construction sectors
dominate in terms of sales for Brokk, the company is
involved in other areas. “Brokk is the optimal demolition

solution not only in the construction sector, but within
a number of other sectors such as the process industry,
cement, nuclear power, tunnelling and mining. The
SmartPower concept aims deliver the optimum machine
solution to all of these sectors, with the focus being that
the machine will last for a long time, and operate as
much as possible”, says Martin.
Technically, SmartPower incorporates a brand new
electric drive line combined with a new monitoring
system. It enables Brokk to get much more power in a
machine without increasing size. A good example of this
is the development of Brokk's machines in the 3t class,
where the Brokk 260 has a power output of 22kW; the
Brokk 280 with SmartPower has 27kW and the brand
new Brokk 300 with the second generation SmartPower,
has a full 37kW power output.
In addition to the increased power output, SmartPower is the first electrical system developed from scratch
in house to cope with the challenging environment of
demolition robots that includes vigorous vibrations,
dust, etc. By removing 70% of cables and connectors,
as well as installing brand new proprietary components,
Brokk has significantly increased operational reliability
over time. "But, of course, a Brokk can be a hassle too.
If a problem occurs, priority number one is to get the
machine in place as soon as possible. That is why we
have placed great emphasis on both the technical design
of the machines and the level of competence of our
service technicians globally. I think we have reached so
far today with our latest product news and with Brokk
SmartPower that we have managed to create a formula
for the ultimate machine solution for demolition robots.
And we are quite proud of that, "says Martin.
If SmartPower is mentioned, then there is a corresponding need to mention SmartDesign and SmartRemote, which are also integral parts of the new Brokk
SmartConcept. SmartDesign is based on the fact that
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From left Brokk chief executive Martin Krupicka and sales manager Joakim Furtenback.

the operator can easily maintain the machine daily in as
easy a way as possible, without having to lift the hoods
for control or lubrication. The entire machine is thus
built to be easy to service and maintain continuously
in the workplace.
SmartRemote is about ergonomics and productivity
for the operator. This ergonomic solution is based on
Brokk's patent to have the handle around the waist to
remove weight from the shoulders and back, as well as
the joysticks' design being short enabling the operator
to rest the arms on the box. Productivity is thereby
optimised by using (more expensive) professional
radio communication technology, with the design of
the control box meaning that the operator has no need
to look down or depend on the screen to operate the
Brokk machine.

Brokk's four new models
With its four new models, this formula has been further
consolidated. Before launching the four new models,
it was recognised that there was quite a gap between
Brokk 160 and Brokk 280. By launching Brokk 170,
which will phase out Brokk 160, as well as the launch of
Brokk 200, the gap has been filled. This however was not
considered to be sufficient. The Brokk 300 has also been
launched, which will eventually phase out the relatively
new Brokk 280. Additionally, a diesel variant of Brokk
500, called the Brokk 520D, has also been launched.
The launch of the new equipment is Brokk's largest ever, and the new models can easily be categorised
as Brokk 170 being the lightweight and strong model,
while the Brokk 200 is powerful and flexible. Brokk 300
is the versatile and ‘top returning’, whereas the Brokk
520D is really a heavy model that can handle any tough
environment where there is no electricity available.
The Brokk 170, weighing 1.6t, takes the best attributes from the Brokk 160, and also possesses the
complete Brokk SmartConcept™ installed with the
power of SmartPower, the reliability of SmartDesign,
ergonomics and productivity of SmartRemote. This
is said to make the Brokk 170 the ultimate tool for
the construction industry. With 24kW SmartPower
electronics, this lightweight machine produces 15%

more power than its predecessor. It produces impressive
impact through the new hydraulic breaker, Brokk BHB
205, and brutal power with the new concrete crusher
Darda CC440. It has nevertheless retained the same
compact physical dimensions as the Brokk 160, and
many tools are suitable for both models.
The new Brokk 200 opens up a new weight class
for demolition robots that fills the gap between the
Brokk 170 and the Brokk 300. Brokk technology has
enabled the placing of the power of the 3100kg Brokk
280 compressed into a handy package of just 2100 kg.
The 27.5kW machine is able to carry tools and equipment that is in a weight class higher than its size, with
the required hydraulic power. Unlike Brokk 170, Brokk
200 is equipped with the new breaker Brokk BHB
305, which delivers 40% greater impact and the new,
powerful CC480 Darda concrete crusher. Furthermore
the Brokk 200 has 15% longer vertical and horizontal
reach, despite possessing virtually the same compact
dimensions as the Brokk 160. The extra chassis length
and machine weight ensure outstanding balance even
when handling the heavier and more powerful tools. All
in all, the Brokk 200 sets a new standard for compact
remote controlled power, and is highly suitable for heavy
work even in hard to reach locations.
The Brokk 300 is a good example of how quickly
Brokk's demolition robots are developed to meet the
industry's ever more stringent demands. Brokk 300
replaces Brokk 280, and is equipped with the more

powerful Brokk BHB 455 breaker that gives 40% greater
impact. Equipped with the new generation of Brokk
SmartPower technology, the power increases to 37kW,
providing the hydraulic flow and pressure required for
the machine to efficiently drive its heavier and more
powerful tools.
The Brokk 300 is slightly longer than the Brokk
280, and weighs 500kg more, but still has the same
width and height enabling it to enter the same narrow
spaces. A new arm system extends the vertical and
horizontal range to 6.5m and 6.1m respectively. "With
its power, reach and stability, this model will be highly
appreciated in the industry," says Martin Krupicka.
Last but not least, Brokk has established a new standard for diesel powered robots with the Brokk 520D.
This is also equipped with a larger hydraulic breaker that
provides 40% more impact than the model it replaces,
the Brokk 400D. The environmentally friendly 5t robot
is available with two different diesel engines, either a
Step 4 / Tier 4 Final Kohler engine that meet the new
emission standards in the EU and in North America, or
a Kubota engine for the rest of the world.
The new Brokk 520D is a bit heavier and longer
than its predecessor, Brokk 400D, with a larger BHB
705 breaker and 250mm longer working range. Due
to its robust arm systems and increased hydraulics, the
Brokk 520D can use the heavier and more powerful
tools already available for Brokk 500 which were released
last year. Crowning the machine, the Brokk 520D is
equipped with Brokk SmartDesign which facilitates day
to day maintenance thereby increasing operating time.

What will be the next step?
The four new demolition robots reflect Brokk’s unwavering focus on innovation, higher performance and more
operating time for its customers all over the world. Each
of the new models provides the very latest technology
in terms of robust reliability and power to weight ratio.
The first of these new machines will be available from
June-August 2018.
As mentioned, Brokk has not stopped its development, surprising the demolition world during the last
decade with its new products being launched, and the
last two years has seen this rate of development upped.
It will thus be extremely interesting to see how Brokk,
now together with Aquajet Systems, can take demolition
and hydrodemolition techniques to new levels.

www.brokk.com
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From the left to the right: Bert Heijligers, Greg Skeels,
Bart Finn and Laurent Delcher.

Caterpillar Work Tools celebrates anniversary by releasing

THREE NEW
MP ATTACHMENTS
Caterpillar Work Tools recently celebrated its 20th anniversary,
marking the event by releasing three new multi-processors.
PDi’s Jan Hermansson reports.

PDi’s editor in chief Jan Hermansson had the privilege
of visiting Caterpillar Work Tools in‘s-Hertogenbosch,
more commonly known as Den Bosch, located about
an hour by train south east of Amsterdam in the Netherlands in mid-June. The visit was due to several reasons:
firstly, Caterpillar Work Tools is celebrating 20 years at its
premises in Den Bosch following Caterpillar’s acquisition
of Verachtert, the well-known Dutch manufacturer of
demolition, sorting and recycling attachments. Famous
for its Verachtert quick coupling range, the company is
still a well-known name in the Netherlands.

Very busy production
Caterpillar Work Tools provided a full and interesting
itinerary with hosts for the day being Bert Heijligers,
global marketing consultant, Caterpillar Work Tools,
and Francine Shore from Caterpillar corporate trade
press relations. The day started with a presentation on
the history of the company from its beginnings in the
1950s, to the last 20 years of Caterpillar ownership.
Verachtert actually started out in the town of Kerkdriel,
and in the beginning, was involved in developing and
repairing dragline buckets. In 1979 production moved
to Den Bosch, with the company being acquired by
Caterpillar in 1998. Today some 250 people are em-
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ployed, with the Den Bosch factory producing a variety
of buckets for excavators and wheel loaders. Bucket
manufacturing sees almost 100% of the components
being made and assembled at the plant.
The factory at Den Bosch also produces a wide,
all-encompassing, range of demolition attachments
including crushers, pulverisers, sorting grapples, shears
and so forth. Caterpillar’s range of orange peel grapples
are manufactured at the factory, as well as the range of
quick couplers and brackets. Most of the components
for the demolition attachments are sourced from suppliers in and outside of Europe, with assembly and testing
being undertaken at Den Bosch.
In order to maximise throughput and quality,
Caterpillar Work Tools uses a lane strategy in its manufacturing. Lane 1 offers pre-defined configuration of the
most popular models ensuring quick availability. Lane 2
is for specific pre-configured products offering customers
more choice. Lane 3 is for generic products which are
highly configurable, and therefore with a longer lead
time. Finally, Lane 4 is for products engineered to order,
and built to customers’ specific requirements.
Caterpillar Work Tools plant manager, Laurent
Delcher, gave a tour of the production facilities and
mentioned that production is very busy at present and

has been for quite a while. There is high demand for all
types of tools, and in particular, demolition attachments,
with every product leaving the factory almost immediately. “We also see that the mining sector is picking up.
This year we estimate an increase in sales of 25%”, says
Delcher, who added, “For demolition products, we have
seen demand increase by over 40% year on year, and it
seems to be sustained.”
Engineering manager Edward van Amelsfoort gave
a more detailed presentation concerning the types of
products produced, and for what type of product line
(Building Construction, Heavy Construction, Forestry,
Industrial and Demolition and Recycling). Amelsfoort
also mentioned that Caterpillar offers two lines of
hydraulic breakers, the E and B Series (PDi hope to
come back with a special report on Caterpillar’s breaker
development and manufacturing later this year). Caterpillar also offers H25 to H180 breakers for hydraulic
excavators between 0.8t and 80t.
Currently, quite a lot is happening at Caterpillar
Work Tools in terms of new products. In PDi issue 6 we
looked in detail at the two new Cat GSV520 and GSV520
GC orange peel grapples, developed and produced at Den
Bosch. We also focused on the new application specific
design for the new Cat wheeled material handlers, which
are produced in Grenoble, France. What is brand new
for this issue are the new Cat multi-processors with interchangeable jaw sets for exclusive demolition features
which delivers enhanced productivity.

Caterpillar unveils new multi-processors
Caterpillar Work Tools has expanded its range of excavator attachments with three new multi-processor
models, MP332, MP345 and MP365, which add to
the company’s demolition attachment range. They are
all equipped with new features aimed specifically at
users requiring large, flexible, purpose built tools that
can handle virtually any demolition task. The design of
the new multi-processors allows pairing a basic housing
with any of up to six jaw sets thereby increasing jobsite
versatility. The design also boosts productivity with the
patented features such as a new jaw locking system and
speed booster valve. The new models are compact, and
designed with a high power to weight ratio, delivering
exceptionally strong cutting and crushing power, while
reducing stress on the carrier. Also, the housings used
for the new tools incorporate a heavy duty rotator that
provides 3600 movement.
In operation, when the jaws meet resistance, the
integral hydraulic booster valve automatically activates.

A new highly efficient welding robot at the
Caterpillar plant in Den Bosch.

New Cat orange peel grapples

The ‘speed booster’ system combines a ‘speed’ and
‘booster’ valve enabling the use of a smaller cylinder
diameter, which nearly halves cycle time for jaw opening
and closing. In addition, depending on the jaw set used,
closing force is up to 19% higher when compared to
previous series models. This is quite a unique solution
since the famous NPK booster patent terminated.
The new models are available with interchangeable jaw sets. These include: Concrete Cutter (CC);
Demolition (D); Pulveriser (P); Shear (S); Universal
(U); and Tank Shear (TS). The jaw sets are designed to
be exchanged in as few as 10 minutes using only basic
tools. Larger models feature a pin capture system that
retains the cylinder pin with the jaw to further enable
fast, safe jaw exchanges. Compared with previous designs, the jaw sets have fewer welds (fewer stress points)
and more replaceable wear parts. Many wear parts are
pinned and can be easily and quickly replaced in the
field, saving the time and expense of moving the jaw to
the workshop for the cleaning, grinding and welding
of new parts in place. Jaw configurations D, CC, and
P benefit from parts commonality. In addition, jaw
configuration P uses Cat ground engaging tools, while
D and CC use the same retention system as the Cat
ground engaging tools.
The design of the new models provides protection for hydraulic components and hoses, including
housing the motor in the frame. The design also allows
ready access to the cylinder, which features a protected
rod. The number of greasing points has been reduced,
compared with previous models, simplifying routine
maintenance, which entails only greasing, checking for
wear, and replacing worn parts. In addition, each jaw
set has a standard transport system, which simplifies
moving, storing, and positioning the jaw when making exchanges.
The CC jaw set has been designed to precisely cut
and demolish concrete, steel beams, and steel structures,
simultaneously cutting and crushing large pieces of
heavily reinforced concrete with densely packed rebar.
The D set is used for primary demolition, cutting and
crushing hard concrete, moderately reinforced structures, and rebar. The P demolishes and reduces concrete
in a single step, separating rebar from concrete and
reducing concrete to small, ready to recycle chunks. The
S is designed to demolish steel structures, cutting and
reducing the size of metal debris, featuring a piercing tip
and wear blade in the upper jaw, and a cross blade with
additional guiding blade in the lower jaw. The U jaw set,
cuts reinforced concrete into small, manageable chunks
for further crushing and rebar separation, and can be
used in both primary and secondary demolition. The

TS is used for accurate demolition of plate steel, ships,
railway cars, tanks (grain, oil, and fuel), warehouses,
transit sheds, and other plate steel structures.
The MP300 series multi-processors are fully supported by Cat dealers; customers can order parts and
service for machines and work tools from a single source.
Every Cat work tool is supported with a comprehensive
range of pre and aftersales services that include advice
about work tool selection, operator training, equipment
management, and a range of financial and insurance
solutions. Bert Heijligers mentioned that more news
regarding demolition attachments can be expected at
Bauma next year.

The Caterpillar demolition solution

The new Cat® GSH420 and GSH520 orange peel grapples
are set to replace the GSH15B grapples, and have been
designed for a wide range of applications. These include
handling shredded scrap, such as long structural beams
and car bodies; handling rocks at construction sites; and
waste at recycling and transfer stations. The performance
and efficiency of the new Cat grapples help waste handling
operations in particular meet the challenges of increased
environmental regulation, growing pressure to recycle a
mix of materials, and stringent budgets.
The new grapples feature horizontal placement of
the cylinders, thus creating a profile that allows for effective material penetration and efficient bulk material
handling. The design enhances the strength, reliability
and durability of the new grapples, which are available
in four-tine and five-tine shell configurations, as well
as in closed or semi open versions. In addition, the
GSH420 and GSH520 feature a redesigned rotation
system, and have been designed to work with the Cat
MH3022, MH3024 and MH3026 material handlers.

After a quick lunch, the day continued with an interesting chat with Caterpillar global product manager Greg
Skeels, and global commercial manager Bart Finn, who
are both based in Illinois, USA.
Long term durability
Skeels pointed out that quite a lot has happened
The design of the GSH grapples is constructed out of high
during the last four years at Caterpillar, and in particular
grade, impact resistant steel that protects vulnerable areas,
at Caterpillar Work Tools. “We are not just selling masuch as hydraulic cylinders. For added durability, high
chines and tools. We are selling a complete solution to
quality bushings with lubrication grooves and hardened
the demolition contractor, a top of the line system that
pins are used in all pivot points. Tines are configured with
will increase efficiency, safety and the complete working
replaceable cast tips made from a BHN 445-555 material
experience with all things involved. It is in this direction
that resists wear. In addition, solid hinge point construcwe will continue to develop,” says Skeels.
tion, and robust end stops, ensures long service life, and
In terms of business, Caterpillar currently experirouting hydraulic hoses within the tines reduces hose wear.
ences growth almost all over the world. The USA and
All mounting brackets feature a solid pin to keep
Asia are both picking up, with Europe ‘doing fine’, with
the bracket in an upright position for ease of installaJapan, for instance, showing strong growth. “There are
tion. Also, the new GSH grapples feature a standard
big needs in the US infrastructure, and we are expecting
lifting eye on the bottom of the housing for expanded
that both federal and state money will be released in the
versatility, such as mounting a magnet. The new HR10
near future to upgrade and renovate the infrastructure,”
rotation group, featuring a new swivel, significantly
says Bart Finn. Both the demolition and scrap industries
reduces hydraulic restriction by increasing return flow
are growing in the US, and business is looking good for
capacity by 160% and by increasing open flow capacthe near future, commented Greg Skeels, who added,
ity by 30%. Less restriction results in faster cycles and
“We also see a change in terms of that now, one demolilower fuel burn.
tion excavator uses various attachments, and the need
of fast quick couplers is increasing, similar to how it has been
in Europe for a long time now.
Before, a demolition excavator
carried one, or maximum two
attachments, and tools were not
changed that often.”
Finn also emphasised the
value of deep and close relations
with Cat dealers around the
world. “We put a lot of effort
today to work closely with our
dealers, and give them the best
support. We believe this is very
important to help the end user
remain continuously efficient and
Graph showing the cycle times for the new MP attachments.
profitable.”
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Rokla’s managing directors Klaus Volkert (left)
and Robert Piasecki (right).

ROCKWHEEL

ONE TOOL FOR MANY JOBS
Langenburg is a little gem of a town hidden deep in the
Baden-Württemberg countryside. A tiny place it might
be, it is also a place of interest. Langenburg boasts a
vintage car museum and a magnificent schloss (castle)
overlooking a beautiful ravine. The castle is home to
Philipp, the 10th Prince of Hohenlohe-Langenburg,
a close acquaintance of Queen Elisabeth II and other
royal families. And last but not least, Langenburg is the
home base of Rokla GmbH.

Ideas man
Ian Webster is a British engineer who has authored
numerous developments in cutting technology. 30 years

Germany based Rokla GmbH is a young, dynamic company,
that five years ago set an ambitious goal for its Rockwheel
brand to become a byword for cutting drums all over the
world. PDi’s Andrei Bushmarin visited the German go getter
to talk about its ongoing quest for success.

ago his main area of expertise was roadheaders used
predominantly in coal mining. During the 1980s, the
then British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher closed
down most of the coalmines in the UK, making Ian

Webster face a career altering situation. After some
deliberation, he found a way to turn adversity into
triumph. His idea was to use a roadheader’s cutting
unit as an independent attachment. This seemingly
simple solution opened endless application opportunities ranging from demolition to landscaping to cleaning
ladles at steel mills. The prospects were dazzling, but
seeing himself primarily as an inventor rather than an
entrepreneur, Ian Webster needed somebody who would
put his vision into practice.

Birth of Rokla

Rokla’s headquarters and manufacturing facilities in Langenburg, Germany.
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Robert Piasecki began his career in construction machinery in the late 1990s working as an apprentice at Schaeff
Group, the German manufacturer of compact excavators.
Originally a family owned company it was acquired by the
Terex Corporation in 2002. During his time at Schaeff,
Robert learnt the nuts and bolts of the business, and
met the two men with whom he would later embark on
a quest to conquer the world. One was Klaus Volkert, a
colleague of his at Terex who at the time held the position
of financial director. Predictably, the other person was Ian
Webster. Their first meeting happened at the Stuttgart

MOBILE CRUSHING & SCREENING PLANT

▶ HIGHT CAPACITIES
▶ LOW AIR POLLUTION

centauro 100.32

▶ LOW NOISE POLLUTION
▶ NO VIBRATIONS
▶ POSSIBILITY TO WORK WITH
DAMP OR WET MATERIAL
▶ WHITHOUT
THE OPERATOR
▶ LOW WEAR
AND MAINTENANCE

contact@autourdubeton.com
www.autourdubeton.com

Shroud

Single head grinder

Wet/dry floor saw

Ian Webster (left) and his sister-in-law and business partner Angela Naylor (right).

Pennsylvania-based Alpine – Rokla’s biggest overseas
dealer. Second on the left Chip Kogelmann – Alpine’s
managing director.

airport where a young Robert Piasecki was dispatched to
collect Ian. The youngster was impressed by Ian’s wealth
of knowledge but was too shy to say anything. However,
when some 15 years later Robert and Klaus decided to
launch their own company, it was Ian Webster whom
they called first. All three joined forces in 2013, marking
the birth of Rokla GmbH.

“Our business is our passion”
The fledgling company got down to business with the
energy and passion, which are intrinsic parts of Robert’s
persona. Born in Poznan to a Polish father and German
mother, he was brought to Germany at the age of 13,
so he knew only too well what ‘starting from scratch’
really meant. Rokla got off to a good start, with a winning combination of innovative technology, German
manufacturing prowess and relentless sales drive, which
all contributed to its rapid growth. It only took about
half a year for the Rockwheel brand to begin gaining
recognition both domestically and internationally. The
company presented its products at many construction
trade shows, while Robert flew all over the world quite
literally drumming up business.

Big in US
Rokla’s first, and so far its most successful international
dealer is Pennsylvania based Alpine. Founded in 1968 by
Wilhelm Kogelmann, the company is one of most established suppliers of demolition and recycling equipment
in the US. Today Alpine is run by Wilhelm’s son Chip
Kogelmann. Robert’s and Chip’s friendship dates back to
the Terex times, and under Chip’s leadership Alpine made
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On 1 June 2018, Rokla GmbH celebrated its
5th anniversary in Langenburg.

a tremendous job of promoting the Rockwheel brand on
the American continent. The US now tops the list of Rokla’s
overseas markets, followed by Germany, the UK and China.

Cutting drum vs hydraulic breaker
Robert Piasecki is a staunch believer in the drum cutting
technology. According to him, there is no application
where a cutting drum cannot outperform a hydraulic
hammer by a long mile. Even such challenging tasks as
granite extraction or the demolition of heavily reinforced
concrete structures pose no problem for drum cutters.
At the same time they do not generate as much noise
and vibration as breakers, spare adjacent structures from
damage, and produce an accurate profile when tunnelling, excavation or surface preparation work. However,
the best thing about drum cutters is that there is almost
no limit to their scope of applications. They are equally
capable of taking out concrete buildings and tree stumps,
descaling the ladles and furnaces in steel mills, or being
used in quarrying, underwater grinding, trench cutting,
contouring or profiling, and so forth.

Comprehensive range of products
Rokla offers a comprehensive range of cutting drums for
carriers ranging in operating weight from 1t to 125t. The
entire Rockwheel line up can be divided into three main
categories based on the type of drive system employed.
The smallest units designed for light-duty tasks come
complete with chain drive. The most popular solution
for 3t to 12t carriers is the G5 or G5 twin drums, with
the G standing for ‘gearbox’. For mid-range excavators,
Rokla recommends using cutting drums equipped with

A Rockwheel cutting drum does the trenching work.

direct drive. Consisting of only three elements – housing,
motor and drum – these units offer an optimum value
for money ratio. For real heavy hitters in the up to 125t
weight category, the German manufacturer has designed
a monster of a cutting drum. Weighing in at 5,420kg, the
powerful G125 unit features a twin motor providing an
output rate of 400kW and a rugged gearbox. Axial cutters, cutter buckets, patch planners and plate compactors
complement the extensive Rockwheel range.

Happy fifth anniversary!
Since its launch in 2013, the German company has
grown into a trailblazer and pacesetter in the drum cutting industry. With its headquarters and manufacturing
facilities in Germany, the R&D centre in the UK and
a sales and distribution depot in North America, Rokla
is ideally positioned to service its customers across the
world. Rockwheel drums now operate in 55 countries,
being supplied through a 35 strong dealer network.
Considering trade shows to be the best way to meet new
customers, the Rokla team travels the world from one
exhibition to another. Only this year they have some
60 trade fairs on the agenda. This approach is working
out well for the German company: within the space of
five years its sales have grown by 82% to €4.2M. On
1 June Rokla GmbH celebrated its 5th anniversary
at the Langenburg headquarters with many celebrity
guests and local dignitaries attending the event. Among
the 130+ guests were Prince Philipp and the Mayor of
Langenburg, members of the local and federal congresses
and, of course, dealers, customers and friends.

www.rockwheel.com
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CRÈME DE LA CRÈME OF THE DEMOLITION INDUSTRY

REPRESENTED
AT INTERMAT
Despite losing some of its
appeal over the years, Intermat remains the most important French exhibition for
construction and demolition
equipment, slowly regaining
its position as an important
international show. Even
though some players were
conspicuously absent, the
crème de la crème of the
demolition industry brought
their latest developments
and innovations to Paris. The
PDi team reports.

DEMOLITION AND RECYCLING ATTACHMENTS

Strong like a Fortress
Antraquip pushing hard for Europe
The US company is a manufacturer of a variety of
equipment including hydraulic cutting and milling
heads, roadheaders, saw attachments, possessing a
growing profile in the industry. Located in Maryland,
the company is now pushing strongly into the European
market, and possesses products that we are going to see
a lot more of in the European market.

www.antraquip.net

The Finland based trendsetter in mobile crushing and
screening attachment technologies Allu, used Intermat
to launch its new mobile ‘app’, which provides operators
with a wealth of information concerning the attachments they use. Apart from a detailed description of
the tool, the ‘app’ matches the attachment to the base
machine, links the user to a nearest Allu dealer and
enables access to installation and operational guidelines.

www.allu.net

Arden Equipment in its backyard

www.arden-equipment.com
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www.shearcore.com/fortress

Mantovanibenne marks
double anniversary at Intermat

Allu gets ‘apped’

Intermat is located in the homeland of French manufacturer Arden Equipment. This was evident from the
large number of contractors that visited its indoor and
outside area booths, where visitors could also enjoy
interesting equipment demonstrations. Of particular
interest was the multi-processor with a very efficient
dust suppression system.

US company Fortress’ presence was for nerds in the
demolition and scrap business the biggest news at
Intermat. The company is quite young, but the people
behind it have decades of experience, with Bruce Bacon,
the founder of the Genesis Attachment’s, and now the
president of Fortress, being particularly of note. It will
be very interesting to follow Fortress in the future, following on from the company displaying some of its new
scrap shears, multi-processor and crushers at the show.

(Left) Jan Hermansson - PDI’s editor-in-chief, (right)
Daniel Dupuy – Sales Director at Arden Equipment;

Italian attachment pioneer Mantovanibenne, had two
reasons to celebrate at Intermat. One was the establishment of the Group by Alberto Mantovani 55 years
ago, and the other the 20th anniversary of its French
subsidiary MBI France. Product wise, the highlights
were the CC60R combi crusher, the redesigned MS
(multisystem) attachments and the SGR demolition
grapples. Weighting in at 6.5t, the CC60R comes
equipped with two oversized cylinders and central
twin pin system, enabling larger openings and greater
crushing force. The tool’s main feature, however, is the
asymmetrically shaped jaws allowing cutting steel like
scrap shears and crushing concrete at the same time. The
MS multisystem line was upgraded with new jaw sets,
including interchangeable ones, and with new cylinders.
The SGR series of demolition grapples received a new
hydraulic system, specifically adapted for heavy duty
demolition and rock crushing tasks.

www.mantovanibenne.com

the proven ‘Maxcab’ being now 70mm longer. Further improvements include repositioned air outlets,
armoured glass, optimised sound insulation and the in
house developed Sennebogen joystick.

www.sennebogen.com

VTN Europe presents a new logo at Intermat “A Different
Way”. On the right, the company’s managing director
Antonio Vaccaro.

AUSA makes a
splash with new electric model
At Intermat, the Spanish based manufacturer of compact
material handling equipment unveiled what is said to be
the industry’s first electric dumper featuring a driver's
cab. The new machine is powered by a 13kW electric
unit, ensuring 6h of continuous operation with maximum productivity. Equipped with an external transformer, it can be plugged directly into the 220V mains
(220V), with the charging process being completed
within just 5h. The dumper’s loading capacity of 1t is
the same as the base model.

www.ausa.com

DEMOLITIONS ROBOTS
Brokk releases four new robots
NPK team at Intermat. (In the white shirt) Naoki Watanabe, President of NPK France.

Montabert

CMB unveils new attachments in Paris

Montabert introduced two new heavy rock breakers: the
V6000 and the V7000. These weigh 6t and 7t respectively,
and complete Montabert’s range to equip carriers up to
120t. Three patents have been filed for the two new breakers: the first is related to the hydraulic cushion and piston
centring. The two others are linked to the new variable
energy adjustment system. In common with many other
Montabert breakers, the V6000 and the V7000 are able
to adapt their striking energy to the hardness of the rock,
and include Montabert’s dual lubrication circuit. The
classic features are also in built, including pressurization
and housing with reinforced steel. Moreover, the breakers
have been specifically engineered to provide ergonomics
and safety for the operator. and any people working close
to the breakers. Wear parts are easy to change, and have
been designed with weight limitations and serviceability in
mind. Noise levels have also been reduced to minimum
levels, using a fully sound proofed housing.

CMB, the attachment specialist from Veneto, Italy,
exhibited in Paris a range of excavator attachments
designed for demolition and forestry professionals. The
main attractions were the fixed and rotating crushers
FF18 and FH16, featuring a fully protected cylinder,
interchangeable blades and teeth, and the CR shears
with a 360° rotation function. Another popular exhibit
was the PW deforestation shear. Thanks to its 360° controlled hydraulic rotation, a secondary arm for multiple
cuts and replaceable blade, this model is reported to be
popular with users due to its versatility and productivity.

www.montabert.com

VTN does it ‘a different way’
Another major Italian manufacturer had an important
message to deliver at Intermat. Founded by the legendary
Nerio Vaccaro, VTN Europe marks its 45th anniversary
this year. To underline the importance of the coming
event, the Vicenza based company launched a new slogan
and logotype at the show: ‘A different way’. This is a motto
signifying VTN’s commitment to constant evolution and
the watershed between past and future. VTN’s story is that
of perpetual change and innovation, which the message,
new logo and motto are designed to convey.

www.vtneurope.com

www.carpcmb.com

MATERIAL HANDLING

Brokk has this year undertaken its biggest product release
ever with four new products: Brokk 170, Brokk 200,
Brokk 300 and Brokk 520D. A full report on the new
products may be found on pages 36-39. Together with
Brokk, German demolition attachment manufacturers
exhibited some of their latest developments.

www.brokk.com

Tecman enters the demolition robot business
France based attachment specialist Tecman announced
its entry into the demolition robot business with its
own in house developed model, the Rocbot 2500. The
family owned company was founded by Luc Templier
to manufacture rock breaker booms, hydraulic hammers
and other excavator attachments. The company has now
evolved into a major player in the market with three
factories in France, and a dealer network servicing five
continents. Tecman’s robot impressed; weighing in at

Sennebogen extends hybrid range
Sennebogen announced the extension of its range
of material handlers with the addition of the 855 E
hybrid model. Driven by a powerful Tier 5 compliant
231 kW diesel engine (a Tier 3a version with a 224
kW electric motor is also available) the 855 E hybrid
effectively fills the gap between the existing 850 E
and 860 E models. It uses an energy recovery cylinder
mounted on the boom between the two hoist cylinders
which offsets the weight of the boom, reducing energy
costs by up to 30%. This additional hydraulic cylinder
stores the energy produced when the boom is lowered
in compressed gas cylinders located at the rear of the
machine. This accumulated energy becomes available
for the next lift. The manufacturer’s E series machines
come complete with an elevated cab as standard, with
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Hartl Crusher team at Intermat. On the right, Dominik Hartl – the company's managing director.
Marc Blondeel - Marketing Coordinator at Komatsu
Europe.

Klaus Ertmer, Kemroc’s owner and managing director.

2,7t, the demolition robot boasts overall dimensions of
2,556m x 2,136m x 1,669mm (L, W, H). The Rocbot
is powered by a 22kW three phase electric motor, with
its Tecman ‘OptiStab’ stabiliser system ensuring the
machine is stable during operation. The demolisher
can carry a 450kg hydraulic hammer or 305kg drum
cutter that can be easily exchanged with an OilQuick
automatic coupler.

www.tecman.com

Husqvarna Construction Products
Husqvarna had a large presence in Hall 4, where a large
cross section of it product range was exhibited. This
included diamond tools, concrete cutting equipment,
demolition robots and concrete floor grinding equipment. The light construction equipment range that was
recently acquired from Atlas Copco was also displayed.

www.husqvarnacp.com

NEW EXCAVATORS
Komatsu expands hybrid line
Komatsu Europe extended its line-up of hybrid excavators with the introduction of the HB215LC-3 crawler
excavator at Intermat. Powered by an EU Stage IV
emissions compliant engine, the HB215LC-3 boasts
all the classic features of a Komatsu excavator including the latest ‘Komtrax’ telematics, advanced Komatsu
hydraulics, and new integrated attachment control
system. Komatsu’s hybrid system is built around the
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electric swing motor/generator, with the hydraulic power
normally directed to the swing system being instead
used to power the boom, arm and bucket, leading to
improved performance. The energy from swing deceleration is captured and stored in an ultra-capacitor for use
by the electric swing motor or engine mounted motor/
generator to assist engine acceleration. The ROPS certified cab, specifically designed for hydraulic excavators,
benefits from a reinforced box structure.

www.komatsu.eu

Hidromek beefs up mid-range
Turkey based Hidromek used Intermat to showcase two
new mid-range crawler excavators, the HMK 60 CR and

HMK 145 LC SR. The machines have been designed
with operator’s comfort in mind, with the mid-range
HMK 60 CR boasting all the comfort features of Hidromek’s heavy duty excavators, including ergonomic
console, coloured TFT display and electronic control
units. Thanks to Hidromek’s patented interface system
‘Opera’, all functions on the HMK 60 CR are at the
operator’s fingertips. The HMK 145 LC SR crawler
excavator also features the ‘Opera’ system as well as a
tilting cabin providing access to all hydraulic lines for
easy maintenance.

www.hidromek.com.tr

NEW ENGINES
Perkins commits to Stage V
UK based Perkins Engines confirmed its ongoing commitment to the Stage V programme by rolling out six
new engine models at Intermat. These comprised of the
1700 series, the 2200, 2400, 2600 and 2800 series and
the Perkins® Syncro 2.8L and 3.6L. Meeting the EU
Stage V emissions regulations has not been particularly
challenging for Perkins, which has been using it in off
highway machines for many years. The company states
that 500,000 machines run on construction sites, which
have accrued nearly 900M hours. Later in 2018, Perkins
will introduce a range of engines below 19 kW without
the need for exhaust gas recirculation, electronic controls
or diesel particulate filters.

www.perkins.com
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Hydraram develops and produces over more than 25 years
attachments for use in demolition & recycling industry.
We supply a complete line of hydraulic
attachments for excavators from 1 to 250 tons.
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Sima team. On the left, Sales Director Rafael Marañón Perez, on the right
Managing Director Javier Garcia.

Hatz launches H series
engines and ‘Smart Parts’ programme
Germany based Motorenfabrik Hatz showcased its new
H series three cylinder diesel engine, the Hatz 3H50T.
This is characterised by small size, low weight, with
high performance and power at low speeds. Compliant
with the EU Stage V emission standard, the engine has
a maximum output of 18.4kW, achieving the emission
requirements without any exhaust emission after treatment system, such as diesel particulate filter (DPF),
exhaust gas recirculation or diesel oxidation catalyst
(DOC). The Hatz 3H50T is a high torque engine with
a displacement of only 1.5l and an output of 130Nm.
The 3H50T is also available as an OPU (open power
unit) option. Also new from Hatz was its ‘Smart Parts
programme’, making it easier for dealers and customers
to access aftermarket care.

www.hatz-diesel.com

Husqvarna and HTC
As one of the leading names in this sector, Husqvarna
proudly showed its vast range of diamond tools, concrete
cutting machines, dust extraction equipment and some
of the floor grinding machines and tools from HTC,
including the new Duratiq 5.

www.htc-floorsystems.com

Tyrolit and its new
heavy duty high cycle wall saw
Tyrolit exhibited at two booths. In the indoor booth, a
variety of diamond tools, concrete cutting machinery
and floor grinders were displayed. Outside, the latest
developments were demonstrated including the new
high cycle, heavy duty wall saw. This can be read about
in our special feature on new wall saws located at the
rear of this issue.

QUICK COUPLING SYSTEMS
Steelwrist – a new player
for fast attachment switches
Steelwrist is well known for its tiltrotators and various kinds of attachments for all kinds of construction
machines. Recently it has released a development of
particular interest to the demolition industry, a new
quick coupling system specifically for demolition and
recycling. This enables the operator to remain in the cab
and easily change attachments in seconds. Read the full
story about Steelwrist on pages 34-35.

www.steelwrist.com

www.tyrolit.com

CONCRETE CUTTING AND FLOOR GRINDING EQUIPMENT
Blastrac for heavy duty grinding
The manufacturer of all kinds of floor preparation equipment, Blastrac, displayed its latest products in a large
outdoor booth, including the giant three headed floor
grinder for really heavy duty floor grinding. Also shown
was a large selection of the latest models of smaller floor
grinding and polishing machines as well as the latest
dust extractors, which can be read about in the special
feature in this issue.

www.blastrac.com
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IACDS HOLD BIGGEST
EVER MEETING IN JAPAN

The international association of concrete cutting contractors,
IACDS, had a tremendous annual convention in Japan this year.
The meeting was organised between 21 to 23 May with great support from Japan’s national association JCSDA, and was the biggest
meeting ever held by IACDS. PDi’s Jan Hermansson reports.
The IACDS convention saw some 100 delegates
from all over the world in attendance, with two large
delegations from Sweden and the host nation Japan
standing out. Sponsor of the event was the Austrian
manufacturer Tyrolit, with exhibitors being the Japanese
manufacturers Shibuya and Hakken, Pentruder from
Sweden, Hilti from Liechtenstein and CreteBeater from
Denmark. Media partners were UK’s Concrete Cutter,
Betonbohrer, Concrete Openings and PDi Magazine.
The organiser was as usual IACDS, this time in cooperation with JCSDA (Japan Concrete Sawing & Drilling
Association) in partnership with the national concrete
cutting associations of Spain, USA, Germany, United
Kingdom, Sweden, France and Switzerland.

Interesting meeting with
Japanese concrete cutting company
The first day of the conference started with a visit to DaiIchi Cutter Kogyo k.k. premises in Chigasaki, Kanagawa
prefecture, located south east of Tokyo. The IACDS
delegates had a great day with a clear sky and a lot of
sun, with the majestic Mount Fuji volcano being easily
spotted on the way to Dai-Ichi. On arrival, the group
received a presentation on the company by its president
Mr Takahashi. The guide of the tour was Mr Watanabe
who enlightened the delegates in excellent English.
Dai-Ichi is celebrating their 50th anniversary this
year, and is currently one of the world’s biggest, if not the
biggest, concrete cutting companies, with a turnover of
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€87M, and an average profit of some 10%. Listed on the
Tokyo Stock Exchange, the company employs currently
some 360 people that work out of 11 branches including
the head office. During the visit, the IACDS group saw
demonstrated how road sawing is carried out in Japan.
Due to very strict regulation, all slurry created during
the road sawing needs to be contained and recycled by
using special road saws that extracts the slurry, which
is then recycled at special stationary recycling plants or
by using mobile equipment.
The clean water is reused, while the left over concrete is deposited.
After an interesting day at the Dai-Ichi Company
(a more complete presentation of Dai-Ichi will be published in PDi 4-2018) the day continued back at the
convention hotel in Tokyo with a workshop headlined
“Service Design”. Later in the evening a welcoming
cocktail reception was held at the hotel, with a welcoming speech by IACDS president Julie White.

Conference day
The following day had a packed program starting
with coffee and networking at 8.00am. At 9.00am
the conference sessions started with Joel Vinsant, UK
Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association, who spoke
on the subject, “Monitoring health and safety issues
for the workers of the industry”. Erin O’Brien from
the US Association, CSDA, then spoke about how to
employ younger people, the ‘Millenials’, and how we

can attract them to the industry. Cota Fujio made the
last speech before a well-earned coffee break, speaking
on behalf of the JCSDA on a large concrete cutting
project in Tokyo where a train and subway station were
renovated and rebuilt.
After the break, Brian Wnuck from Canadian
contractor Westcoast Cutting & Coring, made a presentation on a major renovation project of a power plant.
(Please read the separate article about the project on
pages 56-57 in this issue). Jun Ozawa from the Japanese
association and the Japanese contractor firm, Concrete
Coring Co ltd Osaka, spoke regarding the work being
undertaken within the JCSDA. Martin Braun from
Braun Machinenfabrik presented different methods for
dismantling nuclear power plants. (PDi will publish a
separate article later this year about what products and
equipment Braun offers for dismantling in nuclear
environments).
Directly following the Braun speech, Michael
Findeis and Reiner Schulze presented the universal quick
coupling for core bits than can simplify core drilling.
Bernhard Brehm, from Dr Bender, developed the quick
coupling system. There is no patent on this smart quick
coupling system, meaning that other manufacturers are
able to produce it in order to make the daily life easier
for concrete coring companies.
The conference day continued with lunch and
networking, with delegates having the opportunity to
visit the exhibitor area next to the conference room. In

the afternoon, the IACDS general assembly was held.
Julie White welcomed everybody and the secretary,
José Blanco from Rabuso, presented the minutes from
the last meeting.
Currently IACDS has in total 23 members, comprising of seven association members, 11 suppliers, three
single contractors and one press (PDi). It was discussed
that the Australian association is about to merge with the
association in New Zealand, with Julie White pointing

out that discussions about membership are taking place
with China, Australia, Denmark and Russia.

Current market situation
The current market situation for the concrete cutting
industry was discussed and each member association
presenting updated figures, with the German market
being particularly buoyant. The rates on numerous
jobs have increased, with no signs of recession. The as-

sociation now employs three people, and has an annual
budget of €600,000, to service the requirements of its
600 members. Additionally, a new concrete cutting
museum is to be opened in Hamm with dust, and in
particular silica dust, being a big issue in the country.
Sweden reported also reported a current thriving
environment. However jobs rates have decreased due
to several ‘fortune seekers’ active in the market. Also
affecting market conditions are the upcoming elections
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in September. The Swedish demolition and concrete
cutting contractors have merged into one association,
with this working well, with 101 members coming from
concrete cutting. Over the years Sweden has had many
members, and was once the third biggest association
worldwide. Currently numbers have not increased at the
same rate and several other national associations have
caught up, and in some cases surpassed Sweden, which
is now in fifth place shared with UK.
In the US, the economy is improving, with one
major issue being finding competent workers, with one
solution being the recruitment of retired armed forces
veterans. USD$1.5B has been set aside for renovation
and infrastructural project, which will create a number
of new jobs. Today CSDA has 530 members including
suppliers. Although the association now has good membership levels, it did report that it has become expensive
for contractors and manufacturers to adapt to the silica
rules in the country. In Canada the concrete cutting
industry is booming in the western parts of the country,
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although, and as in the US, it is proving hard to find
skilled staff, with skilled cutters being at a premium, with
Brian Wnuck, ending, “We are in the dam business” (see
Ruskin Dam article previously mentioned).
Austria is booming, with job rates increasing, with
the major problem again being the lack of experienced
staff (the IACDS reached out and urged Austria to become a member again of the association). SNED from
France reported that they believe business will return to
good levels in 2019. There is a great deal of work in the
Paris area, and several new projects will be undertaken
during 2018 and 19. As in many other countries staffing is proving challenging, with the shortage of trained
workers leading to many unqualified staff being used
on projects.
The United Kingdom is also experiencing good
market conditions, performing far better despite Brexit.
The market has seen a number of acquisitions, with
a reliance on a largely eastern European workforce
particularly the London area, who tend to move from

one company to another as jobs start and finish. The
association has today 101 members increasing by 10%
over the last year.
The market in Switzerland is not actually booming
but is still good. There are 110 members in the association, and about 400 in total in the whole country,
which is very good considering the size of the Swiss
market. Of interest is the fact that the Swiss association now offers a three year long training program for
concrete cutters. The Spanish market continues to
grow as more construction projects are undertaken;
the Spanish concrete cutting association now has some
20 members.
The Japanese association has 50 members, which
includes 34 contractors and 16 suppliers, releasing its
own magazine twice a year. The association holds 10
meetings annually with a focus in the association on
all forms of concrete cutting including core drilling,
wall sawing, flat sawing, road sawing and wire sawing.
Safety is given a high priority, although training is not,
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but those contractors that train staff receive a specific
certification.
In recent years Japan has suffered several natural
catastrophes, with a recent large Tsunami on the east
coast resulting in the collapse of the Fukushima nuclear
power plant. The Tsunami caused 16,000 fatalities and
there are still 25,000 people missing. How to demolish
the Fukushima plant is currently being investigated but
as yet nothing has been decided on. It is estimated that it
will take up to 40 years to re-establish the nuclear plant.
Japan is quite a long country, over 3000km, and a
large number of building and infrastructural constructions are aging and are in need of renovation. Most
Japanese bridges were built in the 1950s and 60s, and
are in a need of repair, with there being over 700,000
bridges in Japan. As of today, the renovation work has
not yet really began, thus the association is expecting
quite a lot of work in the coming years. Providing
added impetus is that in 2020 Japan will be holding
the Olympic games in Tokyo, meaning that a great
deal of infrastructure preparation for the games will be
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undertaken, benefitting members of the association.
During 2018 some €1,3T is to be spent on public
works, with €6,8T being set to be invested in government and private construction projects to the end of
2020. The Japanese market is about to boom, but as with
many other countries, the recruitment of experienced
staff is proving to be problematic.

Next time at the Bauma
It was decided that next IACDS convention will be held
in conjunction with the Bauma exhibition in Munich
on Sunday 14 April. A special networking session will
be held on Thursday 11 April in the afternoon, where
the IACDS Diamond Award ceremony will also take
place. In 2020, the meeting will be held in Italy, and
for 2021 the plan is to visit Australia and New Zealand.
The IACDS board elections are scheduled to take
place at the next meeting in 2019, with Norikazu
Shibuya (who was awarded honorary membership of
the IACDS) and Philippe Wingeier, both announcing
their intention to leave the board in 2019. The meeting

voted that Friedrich Braun from Braun Machinenfabrik,
will take a place on the board, together with someone
from the US association. A new president will also be
elected in 2019.
In the evening a formal Japanese style dinner was
held at the Tokyo Shiba Toufuya Ukai restaurant located
next to the Tokyo Tower in Shiba Park. On the following
day a sightseeing tour was organised for the participants,
with the group visiting the famous Meiji-jingu Shrine,
the National Diet Building (Japanese Parliament) the
East Garden of the Emperors Palace, the Asakusa Kannon Temple and finally, the group took a river cruise
visiting the new and modern Odaiba Island. In the
evening a formal dinner was hosted by the Japanese association in the Mielparque Hotel, with excellent food
and entertainment being provided.
All together the conference was a fantastic gathering
and a credit to the IACDS association. Special thanks go
to the Japanese national association, and in particular Norikazu Shibuya, his family, and staff of the Shibuya Company.

www.iacds.org
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WORLD PREMIERE ENSURES

a successful Intermat
for Keestrack

The Keestrack stand at Intermat 2018 featured an award
winning world premiere, as well as information concerning new models and the new structure of its French
dealer and service network. “The show results exceed by
far our expectations,” said Kees Hoogendorn, president
of the Keestrack Group. “Experts throughout all relevant
sectors were interested in our processing technologies.
Enquiries did mainly focus on our crushing solutions
and here in particular on our modern hybrid and full
hybrid drive concepts.”

Attractive new line
Located alongside a Keestrack dust suppression cannon, several crushing tools and wear parts, was the new
track mounted Keestrack R3e impact crusher. This was
named as the ‘Red Dot Winner’ for outstanding industry
design shortly before the show. With a composite steel
cover, the compact 250tph crusher comes complete
with Keestrack’s innovative hybrid diesel-electric drive
concept with 235kW Volvo EU-IV diesel engine,
300kVA generator and two separate electric motors for
the crusher drive (opt. 132 kW/160 kW).
These features enable the R3e to work fully autonomously in diesel-electric mode, but also fully electric
when connected through its standard ‘plug in’ function
to mains or external generator set. Even when connected
as such, repositioning of the machine, or adjusting the
conveyors, is possible without starting the diesel engine.
In all operating modes, a 63 kVA ‘plug out’ connection
supplies connected electric screeners or stackers that
allows for emission free operation.
The R3e offers high flexibility and mobility with its
770mm x 960mm impact crusher unit (48 ICR 10000) which features a heavy 920mm rotor (Ø: 1100mm,
3200 kg) operating at high speed. Specially adapted
crushing tools, a wide adjustment range for both impact
aprons (milling beam is optional) and a sophisticated

overload system, provide for a broad range of applications including concrete recycling, and the production
of high quality mineral aggregates.
Weighing approximately 32t, the fully electric
Keestrack R3e weighs when fully equipped barely 1t
more than the diesel hydraulic version. When fully
equipped it comes complete with vibrating pre-screen
with optional fines conveyor, overband magnet on the
main conveyor, and the new optional single deck after
screen unit (4.4 m²) with recycling conveyor.
“After three years of development, the Keestrack
R3e is the machine which combines all key features of
our hybrid technology. It perfectly applies to customer
needs for compact high performance crushers and reflects in an almost spectacular way our design philosophy, optimised in terms of safety and ease of operation,”
summarised Kees Hoogendoorn. “We received many
enquiries, including very specific projects, on which we

also discussed other solutions from our comprehensive
range of crushing technologies.”

A new set up in France
As well as its new product development, Keestrack
announced its new French sales and service network
at Intermat. During the last months Keestrack substantially restructured its French distributorship and
service organisation, which now consists of ten dealers
and service partners. “Processing technology was weakly
represented on this year’s Intermat, but we experienced
a great attendance of French experts from the quarrying
and recycling sectors. Our increased activities are really
paying off, and France, as one of the important European markets, shows significant signs for an economic
upswing,” Kees Hoogendoorn concludes.

HTC EXPANDS DURATIQ LINE
HTC has added the entirely new Duratiq 5 to its award
winning line of grinders. The Duratiq 5 has a grinding
width of 515mm (20.3 inches) and is available in two
models: one with a 2.2 kW (3HP) motor and the other
a 4.0kW (5.4 HP). Both models have an entirely new
design with the focus on ease of handling and power.
The Duratiq 5 also boasts features that are unique
for its size, and will replace the existing HTC 420 and
HTC 500 models. Some of the new features include a
digital control panel that provides full control of capacity
and functions, a new grinding head which is hermetically sealed and dustproof for maximum reliability. Additionally it comes complete with effective and energy
efficient motors for higher grinding performance on a
modular chassis, with grinding head with quick couplers
for easy transport and optimal handling.
The mist cooler system increases productivity by
78%, with its easy to handle weight enables three different grinding pressures. 20 different handle settings
are provided for optimal ergonomics. With its compact
dimensions, the Duratiq 5 is suitable for both small and
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medium sized surfaces. Versatility is ensured with the
new machine being able to utilise HTC’s 120 compatible tools, meaning it is able to handle everything
from grinding concrete and other rough surfaces, to
polishing natural stone and sanding wooden floors.
Cathérine Königk, HTC’s head of marketing, says
of the Duratiq 5: “We're happy to be able to continue
the traditions from the popular HTC 420 and 500, and
offer our customers a more powerful yet ergonomic
machine. Operators gain a complete overview
of the machine’s capacity and functions in an
entirely new way with the digital control panel.
We believe this is something that will be much
appreciated. We’re tremendously proud of
how our R&D department has succeeded
in utilising the technology from the larger
models, and adapting it, and the associated benefits to this compact format.”
The Duratiq 5 was launched globally on 11 April 2018.

www.htc-floorsystems.com
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SERIOUS UPGRADE
OF RUSKIN DAM

Canadian concrete cutting company Coast Cutting & Coring Ltd.
carried a very complicated task when they were taking on the
mission renovation of the Ruskin dam to increase its reliability
and efficiency, withstand an earthquake and several more tasks.
(Source: Concrete Openings Magazine).
Located in Mission, British Columbia, the Ruskin Dam
is 110m long (360.9ft.) and 59m tall (193.6ft.) concrete
gravity type dam. Its 42,000,000m3 reservoir (Hayward
Lake) has an ‘ogee-type’ spillway that consists of seven
radial gates. Built in the 1930s, the aging dam structure
has required upgrades and reinforcement to prevent a
critical failure in the event of an earthquake. In addition,
equipment in the dam’s powerhouse was obsolete and
needed to be replaced.

Complicated work
€545M was allocated for a series of upgrades and seismic
reinforcement that would help the dam withstand an
earthquake, increase its reliability and efficiency, and
create a two lane road and pedestrian walkway as well
as restoring the heritage façade of the powerhouse building. The project began in 2012, and involved major
concrete sawing and drilling works. This consisted of
over 9M kg (20M lb) cut and removed above and below
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water, 5,000 holes cored to depths up to 12m (39.4 ft.),
697m2 (approximately 7,500ft.2) of surface scarified; all
completed in phases over a three year period.
The concrete sawing and drilling work involved the
cutting and removal of four existing piers, the bridge
deck and sections of the spillway. Other tasks included
cutting free old generators, intakes, gate slots, draft
tubes and creating new steps on the spillway for pier
forms. In addition, deep hole drilling was specified for
the installation of seismic anchoring, and the spillway
surface required scarifying for reinstatement. Coast
Cutting & Coring Ltd., a division of CSDA member
Westcoast Cutting & Coring Group Ltd. based in New
Westminster, British Columbia, was initially awarded
the work at Ruskin Dam in January 2015, and completed its final tasks almost three years later.
There were a number of factors adding to the
complexity of the work involved, both from an environmental aspect and in terms of specifications. A large

portion of the work was done on the face of the dam
spillway, which was on a 600 slope with limited access.
In addition, it was specified by Flatiron/Dragados Joint
Venture & Voith Hydro, the general contractors for
the project, that there be a 25mm (1inch) tolerance
for the form work. Also complicating the project was
that the reservoir below the work area which contained
spawning salmon, so protection of this wildlife and
water within the reservoir had to be considered when
planning the work.
Cutting of the dam structure and powerhouse
was done simultaneously, with a total of 30 operators
working six days a week in alternating shifts during each
phase of the work. Tasks on the dam section started with
the slab sawing and removal of the existing concrete
bridge deck that was 6m (19.7ft.) wide. Holes were
cored through the deck so the steel shafts from the old
gates could be cut free, then lengths of concrete railings
were braced with knee braces and cut for removal. Deck
pieces were slab sawed between the bridge beams with a
Husqvarna 4800D, leaving three bridge beams in place.
At this point, wire saws were positioned on both sides of
the beams to cut them free. The beams were supported
then removed one at a time by crane.
The intakes at Ruskin Dam had slots cut on both
sides measuring approximately 18m (59ft.) tall x 8m
(26.2 ft.) wide for gates to be installed. These gates allowed the flow of the intake water to be stopped for any
maintenance needed on the generators. The lintel beam
and sill beam were cut and then chipped out to save existing reinforcement for structural tie ins. Concrete was cut
with Husqvarna hi cycle hand saws, while the chipping
was done with a Husqvarna DXR310 demolition robot.

Removal of pier structures
The four free standing piers were then cut, three of which
were 12m (39.7ft.) square and 2m (6.7ft.) thick, which
were divided into 48 pieces each weighing approximately
16,000kg (35,000lb). One of the piers was poured
against a rock face and was around one third larger than
the others, this being cut into 58 pieces. Scaffold and
platforms were set up for access to one side pier and a
narrow hanging platform positioned on opposite side to
provide access for slurry containment and wire access.
The scaffold was set up in 2.5m (8.2ft.) sections as the
pieces were cut into roughly 1m (3.3ft.) x 2m (6.6ft.)
sections. This way, two rows of blocks could be lifted
prior to removing one section of scaffold.
Operators cored 50mm (2inch) holes through the
piers for wire access, with the wire being pulled vertically
in sizes ranging from 2.5m2 (27ft.2) to 26m2 (279.9ft.2).
The larger cuts required 46m (151 ft.) of wire supplied by
Cyclone Diamond Products. The contractor employed

two Hilti DSW 3018 wire saws and manipulated the
wire to perform two cuts at the same time, either horizontally or vertically or opposite directions, to increase
productivity and schedule. Cut pieces were lifted out by
a 275t crane set upon a floating barge located nearby.
The final pier removed was the larger structure that
was poured against the rock face. Having no access to the
backside of the pier, the contractor made a grid pattern
of 12m deep (39.4ft.) intersecting core holes with Weka
SR68 drills to allow sections to be cut free with a wire
saw. As each cut intersected with another, holes had to
be cored from front face to intersect and the pier was
cut into 58 pieces. This produced 509 holes with operators coring more than 18m (59.1ft.) per man, per shift,
totalling 1,551m (5,088ft.) of coring drilling. “We were
cutting on multiple piers at the same with an average
cutting speed of 3m2 (32.3ft.2) an hour and each saw
cut up to 28m2 (301.4ft.2) each day,” said Dario Babic,
partner for Coast Cutting & Coring Ltd.

Reducing the dam gates
The dam had seven existing gates but the project required this number to be reduced to five, so new steps
were cut in the 600 sloped dam wall for the installation
of new steel formwork. A combination of wall sawing
and wire sawing was performed using a Husqvarna WS
482 wall saw, a Pentruder 8-20 wall saw and the company’s Hilti DSW3018 wire saw. Operators started at the
top and bottom of the spillway simultaneously because
the schedule only allowed 17 days to complete this task.
From the top, the steps were cut vertically down
by custom blades from Cyclone Diamond Products and
were powered by the Pentruder wall saw. Corners were
finished by CW630 chain saws from ICS, but also core
drilled vertically and horizontally to create wire access
holes to finish the end cuts. Working from the bottom
required a different strategy because of the depth of
the steps. Holes were cored vertically down past the

required depth of the step so pulleys could be placed in
the 180mm (7.1inch) holes. As the work continued, two
more crews began working from the top and bottom of
the wall, coring pilot holes vertically and horizontally
in order to create openings for dowel installations to
anchor the new piers to the bedrock.

More tasks means more hands
A further part of the project involved removing 150mm
(6inches) off the surface of the spillway and creating a
rough surface. Water blasting proved time consuming,
so the contractor again used its diamond cutting tools.
The 12m2 (39.4ft.2) area was cut into 16 smaller square
panels measuring 3m2 (9.8ft.2). As the wall sawing of
the panels progressed, a wire saw crew placed diamond
wire into the cuts and performed pull cuts to achieve
the new surface profile. After each row of four pieces
was lifted out, a Husqvarna DXR310 demolition robot
fitted with a milling head scarified the surface so that
new concrete could be poured onto it.
This was a huge job for Coast Cutting & Coring, or any contractor for that matter. To keep up
with some additional tasks added to the project, the
contractor invited fellow CSDA member Di-Tech
International of Winnipeg, Manitoba, to assist and
partner on the spillway demolition work. “Di-Tech
International assisted us with tooling, crew members
and general guidance from the owners. Working with
Steve Johnston and Luke Dufalt ensured the job was
a great success and created a bond between our two
companies,” explained Babic.
In addition to the large amount of work completed
on the dam spillway, the cutting contractor also had several tasks to complete at the nearby powerhouse. These
tasks included the cutting of a 9m (29.5ft.) steel pipe,
the dissection of a stator into six pieces, the removal of
numerous concrete bases and the creation of 1.5m (5ft.)
x 7.5m (24.6ft.) openings between the three levels of

the powerhouse to aid in the cooling of the new dam
generators. On the reservoir side of the dam, underwater
wall sawing techniques were employed to cut slots for
the coffer dam. A Husqvarna WS 360 hydraulic wall
saw fitted with a 610mm diameter (2ft.) blade made
the required cuts. Each slot took seven days to complete
with a crew working 12h shifts.

Most challenging project
To complete the sawing and core drilling tasks safely
on the 600 slope of the dam wall, specialised work
platforms were erected and all workers were fitted with
harnesses with fall arrest equipment. To make sure the
salmon living in the dam reservoir remained healthy
and unharmed during the work, a three tier slurry
containment system was employed. On every scaffold
platform a rubber membrane was installed and slurry
was pumped into totes.
“Our work at Ruskin Dam was arguably the most
challenging project we have ever done; it certainly had
the most demanding schedule,” said Babic. “We believe
this was the largest concrete sawing and core drilling
project in Canada in terms of volume. We worked six
days a week with alternating shifts on an open platform,
sometimes in snow and icy conditions, and had to be
extremely careful when it came to the control and
containment of slurry.”
“The work was completed ahead of schedule and
within budget, and additional phases were awarded
based on the success of original contract,” continued
Babic. “Most importantly, we left the jobsite with zero
lost time incidents. This was possibly the most satisfying part about the whole job and our superintendent
Ken Thornton, deserves a mention. His motivation and
expertise were a driving factor behind this outcome.”
The upgrade and reinforcement work at Ruskin
Dam was completed September 2017.

Lights out for South African lighthouse
The possibility of an important, but potentially
dangerous, unmanned lighthouse toppling into the
Indian Ocean off the east coast of South Africa, has
been removed following a delicate demolition operation. The problem was highlighted in a previous issue
of PDi, where the Richards Bay lighthouse has been
imperilled by bank erosion by the action of the ocean
over nearly four decades. This prompted an international navigational warning by the South African
Maritime Authority (SAMA) to maritime movement
using what is known as the ‘Cape sea route’.
Durban based Atomic Demolishers was tasked
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with the job of demolishing and removing the lighthouse by South Africa’s National Ports Authority
(NPA). Originally the lighthouse stood more than
200m from the cliff edge, but erosion has seen its location now being literally metres from the edge, which
has significantly reduced the options for removal.
Demolition was thus chosen following deconstruction, and a temporary rebuild being considered, and
then rejected, with demolition being considered the
safest option.
A NPA spokesperson said, ‘The accepted proposal
involved anchoring the structure to two purpose built

concrete anchors and pre tensioned cables to secure
and control the direction of the structure’s collapse.
The demolition took place under the guidance of
a structural engineer. Once the pre tensioning was
completed, the base of the tower was chipped and
broken away using a hydraulic excavator mounted
breaker and the concrete rubble disposed of.’
A temporary light and structure, commissioned
on 1 April after testing and calibration, now guides
vessels navigating the Richard Bay and surrounding
waters. Construction of a permanent replacement will
commence later this year.
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Demolition Hydradig proves
revolutionary for French Contractors
The versatility of JCB’s Hydradig has landed the machine a
role in a demolition application in Coventry City Centre.
Purchased by Rugby based French Contractors LLP, which
is carrying out the project on behalf of Jackson Civil Engineering, the Hydradig 110W model is being used to assist
in the strengthening and rebuilding of Swanswell Viaduct.
Supplied by dealer Watling JCB, the Hydradig has
been in high demand on the project. Aiding its versatility
the model has been equipped with an array of attachments
including a tilting hitch, buckets, pallet forks as well as a
Northerntrack hydraulic concrete pulveriser to undertake
the removal of bridge abutments. Working in the tight
conﬁnes of lane closures, the compact dimensions have
come to the fore, with it TAB boom with a rear overhang
of just 120mm, enabling it is able to squeeze into the
tight locations to remove the abutments and parapet walls
with ease.
French Contractors LLP Partner David French said:
“Being able to provide a solution that exceeds our custom-

ers’ requirements has long been a part of the oﬀering here
at French Contractors. Our ability to undertake specialist
applications has always helped us stand out for our clients.
The JCB Hydradig does just that, bolstering our ﬂeet and
bringing a versatile dimension to operations, whether that
be through mobility, excavating, materials handling or
proving hugely capable in a demolition application too.
It’s manoeuvrability and visibility are also very helpful on
conﬁned jobs such as this one.”
Operator Ian Ellery said: “The stable machine handles
the pulveriser exceptionally well. We would have had to use
a larger wheeled excavator if the Hydradig wasn’t available

to us. This would have meant a larger attachment, occupying more of the road and additional closures necessary.
Quite simply, the JCB Hydradig has made this job far
easier for everyone.”
Powered by a fuel eﬃcient, low emission JCB EcoMAX 444 diesel engine, the 11.5t Hydradig 110W can
easily rotate its upper structure within a single highway lane.
The machine’s all-wheel steer chassis provides a compact
turning radius of less than four metres and the Hydradig
can travel at up to 40km/h where permitted, for rapid
relocation on site.

www.jcb.com

MOBILE DUST SUPPRESSION

keeps demolition emissions from leaving site
River City Demolition used a self-contained and mobile
DustBoss DB-60 Fusion, manufactured by BossTek, to
suppress airborne dust created by the jaw processor and
falling debris during the demolition of a five story concrete
parking lot in a densely populated area. The result was adjustable wide area control of airborne and surface dust that
reduced the need for manned hoses, thereby maintaining
air quality needed to comply with regulations.
From the outset, planners realised that the downtown location of the soon to be demolished parking lot
would require dust control beyond the conventional
approach of manual spraying with a fire hose. “With
occupied buildings on two sides, and city streets on the
other two, we wanted to find the best method available
to suppress the demolition dust and prevent its migration,” observed River City’s Josh Runyon. “We knew
our water trucks could help control surface dust on the
ground, but our big concern was finding a way to address airborne dust, something that could knock down
particles and keep them on site.”
Due to the close-in location and confined space,
River City crews decided to use a jaw processor to pulverise the concrete and take the parking lot decks down
a section at a time. That helped avoid dust clouds from
large sections falling at once, but Runyon stressed the
need for containment when he spoke to BossTek sales
manager Mike Lewis.
“When Josh called us, we had a DustBoss® DB-60
FusionTM on hand, which is one of our larger designs

that’s equipped with its own generator for locations
without convenient access to power,” Lewis commented.
With all components mounted on a road worthy
trailer, the system gave River City crews the versatility
to position the fan driven unit wherever it was needed
on a given day.
The DB-60 Fusion forces water through a circular
stainless steel manifold with 30 atomising spray nozzles,
then launches millions of tiny droplets with a powerful
25HP fan that produces 849.50 m3 (30,000 ft.3) of air
flow. Atomised mist droplets of 50 to 200 microns in
size are thrown out in a 60m (200ft) cone at an adjustable 00 to 500 elevation angle, capturing airborne dust
particles and dragging them to the ground.
Rather than have personnel handling hoses to suppress the dust, the single atomised misting unit delivers
5,834m2 (62,800ft.2) of coverage, while using far less
water than hoses and sprinklers. The unit is paired with
a 45kW generator featuring a John Deere Tier III Flex
engine enabling up to 24h of runtime. At just 2.03m
wide (80 inches) wide, the system can be placed virtually
anywhere dust suppression is needed and adjusted based
on changes in wind or work activity. An optional dosing pump is powered from the standard 120V electrical
outlet on the generator, allowing operators to precisely
meter surfactants or other additives. The unit’s versatility makes it suitable for uneven ground, as well as open
spaces or tiered terrain.
Water sources can vary, and the unit requires a

constant supply pressure of just .069bar (10psi). The
water is delivered to the atomised misting unit through a
hose with a cam-and-groove quick disconnect coupling
leading to the booster pump. The pump adds approximately 10.34bar (150psi), with a maximum of 17.23bar
(250psi), depending on the inlet pressure. For use with
a non-potable water source, the DB-60 can be equipped
with a number of filter options.
As to the project itself, Runyon’s suspicions proved
correct. “It was one of the dustiest projects I’ve ever
worked on, but the DustBoss did a great job. We could
locate and aim it perfectly each day, and neighbours
seemed pleased with the dust management. In fact,
we didn’t receive a single dust related complaint during
the entire job.”
For more than a decade BossTek has been an innovator in dust suppression, developing a wide range
of equipment and accessories that enable atomised mist
technology to control fugitive particles for applications
in demolition, construction, waste and scrap handling,
recycling and landfills. Recently the company has
extended its offering to include odour management
solutions using similar technology, which distributes
safe and environmentally friendly topical and airborne
deodorants. Headquartered in Peoria, IL (USA), the
company’s dust and odour control units are designed and
manufactured in the USA and delivered to customers
around the world, with its equipment sold to users in
40 different countries to date.
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Part of the Aquajet team, from left Marianne Hilmersson, Stefan Hilmersson, Peter Bigwood, Bjarne Axelsson,
Patrik Andersson, Martin Krupicka, Roger Simonsson, Ronnie Hilmersson and Dennis Hilmersson.

EXACT, EFFICIENT AND EASY HYDRODEMOLITION WITH

the new Ergo launched at Aquajet event
Approaching hydrodemolition
from a new perspective, Aquajet Systems has paved the way
for the wider use of the technology through the launch of its
new Ergo system. This provides
simplicity, low weight and high
capacity for brand new user
groups.

on the method in many different contexts, regardless of
country of operation.
On the first day of the event, visitors gathered in
one of the manufacturing halls in front of a temporary
building site. Aquajet Systems chief executive Roger
Simonsson welcomed everyone, stating that Aquajet
Systems was celebrating its 30th anniversary, as the company had been founded in 1988. Roger was followed
by Brokk's chief executive Martin Krupicka (Aquajet
Systems was acquired by Brokk in 2017), with Krupicka
outlining Brokk's history, technology and products.
He also discussed how Brokk and Aquajet Systems will
together face the future, merging two distinct product
lines and methodologies.

The new Ergo was launched at Aquajet Systems latest
annual ‘Hydrodemolition Days’ where suppliers and
customers from all over the world are invited to product
reviews and demonstrations. This event has developed
an international reputation, with PDI magazine having
been invited, and attended, on several occasions. This
year’s event proved to be as enlightening as ever.

Following these presentations, Aquajet Systems design
and engineering director Ronnie Hilmersson presented

New Ergo and other developments

A surprise from Aquajet Systems
The 2018 ‘Hydrodemolition Days’ was held from the
11-13 April and saw more than 150 people gather at
Aquajet’s headquarters and factory in Holsbybrunn
outside Vetlanda, Sweden. The attendees consisted
mostly of customers but also suppliers, and came from
all corners of the world. This has proved to be a particularly attractive facet of the event, with a need to focus
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Martin Krupicka, chief executive of Brokk AB.

to the audience Aquajet's new Super Lance System 3000,
a new lance system with capacity up to 3000 bar. This
features a reduction of the lance diameter from 45mm
to 36mm as well as improvements to the nozzle. The
system is easy to mount, and equipped with standard
couplings providing a more flexible system.
Following this, the main event occurred: the launch
of the brand new product concept from Aquajet Systems – Ergo. Ronnie Hilmersson emphasised that Ergo
is a new ground breaking system for simple, safe and
versatile work in industrial operations and, in particular,
hydrodemolition work. Ergo consists of three parts: at
the very heart of the system is the new Ergo Controller,
which weighs only 98kg and is easy to maneuverer and
move. Ronnie described the device as: "It's like a small
and smooth robot without the crawler tracks.”
Ergo Controller is also the power source for running
the other new products in the Ergo family. Every details
is said to be highly innovative to the smallest detail,
including the new control box, and a number of new
hydraulic quick-connect solutions, as well as start kit
called Ergo- Go. The Controller also acts as the power
source for two important tools that take concrete repairs
and industrial clean-up to new levels.
The next product launched was the Ergo Climber
which is a frame system that can be quickly built up
using standard scaffolding pipes. It is packed with effective water nozzles that remove damaged concrete in
very difficult and confined areas. The complete system
measures 1.5m x1.5m and has a total weight of 85kg.
The system is said to be so easy to manage that all parts
can be carried by a single person.

This was followed by the Ergo Spine which is a rail
system for different types of convex or concave surfaces,
such as concrete pillars. Ergo Spine, like Ergo Climber,
is of a very light weight construction, with the new
aluminium rails reducing the weight significantly, with
the 2m rail sections weighing only 20kg.
Ergo Spine's flexibility significantly increases accessibility at work, and can also be adapted for use with a
Brokk robot. In addition, the system can be extended and
expanded to meet user requirements. Each section between
the supports measures 2m and, for example, a complete
2m x 2m Ergo Spine system weighs a total of only 125 kg.

Ronnie Hilmersson, responsible for product development at Aquajet Systems.
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"Our new Ergo family will take the hydrodemolition technology and also industrial cleaning work several steps further. The new technology is considerably
more accessible and efficient to work with. Ergo also
opens up (usage) for other businesses than specialised
hydrodemolition contractors to start working with this
technology. An exciting future lies ahead of us,” commented Roger Simonsson.

Aquajet from start to finish
The Hydrodemolition Day continued with visitors
having the opportunity to look a little closer at the new

Roger Simonsson chief executive of Aquajet Systems.

products before Aquajet Systems founder, Stefan Hilmersson, took the participants on an interesting and fun
journey’ through time’. This began with the company
being founded as a hydrodemolition contractor, until
the situation today with Aquajet being the world’s largest
manufacturer of hydrodemolition equipment.
The first day of the event continued with live demonstrations of the other new products and ended with a
dinner. The second day was devoted to various product
and business meetings as well as separate meetings for
Aquajet’s worldwide distributor network.

www.aquajet.se

Stefan Hilmersson founder of Aquajet Systems.

FOR THE
IMPOSSIBLE
DEMOLITION
WORK SITE

Successful Intermat 2018 for

BELL EQUIPMENT

“We are hugely satisfied with Intermat 2018,” commented
Gary Bell and Leon Goosen, the outgoing and incoming
group chief executive officers of the global ADT specialist,
Bell Equipment. The Parisian show was the last global
event before the official handover of the company’s chief
executive position to Leon Goosen, and Gary Bell’s appointment as non-executive chairman of the board of the
Bell Group, both scheduled for 1 June 2018.

Bell also highlighted the strong interest of French
customers in all ADT related sectors. “We were able
to welcome existing and prospective customers from
our national and southern European market regions.
In addition to the numerous and promising leads, we
experienced an optimistic sentiment about the market
from our distributors and their customers,” says Céline
Gutierrez, managing director of Bell Equipment France.

DAZZINI MACCHINE

DIAMOND WIRE SAW MACHINES FOR
CONTROLLED DEMOLITION

Dazzini Macchine – Viale Zaccagna,6 - 54031 CARRARA (MS) ITALY
Ph.+39 0 585 50226 – Fax +39 0 585 855874 – www.dazzinimacchine.com
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GSSI Unveils
StructureScan™ Mini LT
GSSI, the manufacturer of ground penetrating
radar (GPR) equipment, has announced the launch
of its new StructureScan Mini LT. This is the latest member of GSSI’s popular all in one concrete
inspection GPR systems. With all the capabilities
of previous versions of the StructureScan Mini, the
new StructureScan Mini LT is available at a lower
price for greater affordability.
Rugged, compact, and flexible, StructureScan Mini LT is ideal for locating rebar, conduits,
post tension cables, and voids. It can also help
identify structural elements, including pan deck
and concrete cover, as well as provide real time
determination of concrete slab thickness. StructureScan Mini LT is an ideal entry level concrete
inspection system, and comes complete with a two
year warranty.
The integrated all in one concrete inspection
tool is supplied with an antenna, positioning system, and control unit combination. It features an
easy to use interface and six button control options.
With its 1.6GHz antenna, the StructureScan Mini
LT provides superior target resolution, reaching
depths of 500mm (20 inches).
Featuring a rugged and compact design,
StructureScan Mini LT is IP 65 rated to withstand
a jobsite’s toughest conditions. Users are provided
with excellent data visualisation with a high resolution full colour display which is accompanied by an
easy to use interface, and different operation modes
tailored for beginner to advanced user.
The StructureScan Mini LT is also made
easy to customise its data display with a variety
of colour adjustments. Real time migrated data,
onscreen reference markers and multiple display
modes are also available. Other useful features
include an ergonomic handle, positioning lasers,
and 4 wheel drive.

HUSQVARNA LAUNCHES
NEW PRODUCT RANGES
for compaction and
concrete placement

Following its recent agreement with Atlas Copco,
Husqvarna Construction Products has launched a new
product range for light compaction and concrete placement. This is aimed at ensuring Husqvarna is able to
supply a more complete offering to its channel partners
and end users.
The launch of the new range of products means
that Husqvarna’s new tamping rammers, soil and asphalt
plate compactors, reversible plate compactors, duplex
rollers, concrete vibrators, screeds and trowels will be
available through its own dealerships and rental depots
around the world. The products are already marketed
globally under the Atlas Copco brand, but will soon be
Husqvarna branded.

Unique capabilities to benefit customers
Entering the new market segment, Husqvarna will face a
number of new strong competitors on the playing field.
“Husqvarna is known for its innovative ways of creating
integrated systems that increase productivity and reduce
cost of ownership,” says Sebastian Poccard, Husqvarna
vice president for concrete surfaces and floors. “Servicing the light construction market is part of Husqvarna’s
DNA. With best in class innovation capabilities and a
global network of sales and service points, we’ll make

it even easier to use and own light compaction and
concrete placement equipment.”

End to end solutions
for concrete surfaces and floors.
Another important factor is that Husqvarna Construction Products already offers one of the market’s leading
product ranges in concrete sawing, drilling, grinding and

polishing, as well as dust and slurry management. By
broadening the product range to also encompass prior
process steps, Husqvarna now offers a complete solution
from ground compaction to a polished concrete floor.
This will be of direct benefit to its channel partners
and end users around the world. “This is something
unique that only Husqvarna can offer,” Sebastian Poccard concludes.

1 Working Process
6 Final Fractions

KORMANN ROCKSTER RECYCLER GMBH

Wirtschaftszeile West 2 / 4482 Ennsdorf / AUSTRIA
Tel.: +43 7223 81000 / office@rockster.at / www.rockster.at
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Informative and encompassing

EDA CONFERENCE IN VIENNA

The European Demolition Association, EDA, gathered contractors,
manufacturers and associations from the European demolition
industry for its annual convention, which was held from 7 to 9 June
2018, in Vienna, Austria.
The European Demolition Association, EDA, held its
2018 annual convention in Vienna, Austria between 7 to
9 June at the Marriot hotel and convention centre. Contractors, manufacturers and associations representing
the demolition industry in Europe came together with
the aim of protecting its interests around the continent.
Marking the event for the 150 participants was
the high quality of the speakers, the number of major
companies represented in the exhibitors’ area, an excellent gala dinner, and highly enjoyable leisure activities.
The main sponsors of the event included Liebherr,
Epiroc, Caterpillar, Hydraram, VTN Europe, Rotar,
Mantovanibenne, Braun, AMS, Hainzl, GIC 2018,
Kiesel, Volvo, LaBounty, NPK, Konverma, Kocurek
and Arden Equipment.

Workshops and welcome cocktails
The first activities of the 2018 convention were two
workshops: one called, “Demolition estimating, how to
prepare the most qualified bid”, and the second, “Demolition project management: set up, implementation and
closing the job”. Both workshops were led by Michael
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Casbon, from the company ERM, USA. Following the
workshops, and just before the welcome cocktails, the
EDA General Assembly was held with the objective of
creating an overview of the demolition industry in each
country. EDA president, William Sinclair, welcomed
the assembly with a speech where he thanked everyone who had contributed to the event. The welcome
cocktail was the last activity on Thursday, where all the
participants had the opportunity to enjoy food, drinks
and live piano music.

Conference day
Andreas Pocha, general manager of the German Demolition Association, DA, and member of EDA, moderated
the conference which started with a welcome by William
Sinclair. This was followed by the first presentation,
“Business intelligence about the European DDR (demolition, decontamination and recycling) activities”, by
Martin Seban, IHS MARKIT. This comprised of data
concerning the European decontamination and demolition market, breakdowns and forecasts. The second
speaker was Fritz Kleemann, member of the Austrian

Environment Agency, who showed city wide monitoring of demolished building and material through aerial
images and models. It was then time for the first case
story of the conference presented by Johann Ettengruber
and Michael Appel, from the company Ettengruber,
who explained ‘extreme demolition’ in the heart of
Munich, Germany.
The day continued with Olga Mala, PWC Luxembourg, who gave a speech titled, “European construction sector observatory: general trends for resource and
energy efficiency in construction”. This looked at the
ageing of the building stock and related investment
needs, household renovation issues, construction waste
generation and recovery and the policy response for resource and energy efficiency in construction. Following
on, the acting section head of the Decommissioning and
Environmental Remediation Section of Nuclear Energy
Department of the International Atomic Energy Agency,
IAEA, Vladimir Michal, spoke regarding considerations
concerning the decommissioning of nuclear facilities,
focusing not only on decontamination but also on
dismantling and demolition.
Before lunch, Jakob Walchetseder, of the company
Braun, spoke about the requirements needed in the
dismantling of nuclear power plants. He outlined dismantling procedures, the modern technologies required
for the dismantling of contaminated structures and the
dismantling after decommissioning.
After lunch Julia Schimek, PORR Umwelttechnik,
opened the third session of the day with a presentation
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titled, “Identification of materials (including hazardous
substances) prior to demolition: the new Austrian regulation”. This detailed the new Austrian regulations for
recycled building materials, with special attention given
to rule NORM B 3151. Michael Casbon then presented
a topic titled, “Development of a safety manual for
demolition operations, practical materials and better
communication”. This explained the development behind the safety manual for the demolition operations of
the National Demolition Association in the US. Prior to
the last coffee break, Joe Brinkmann presented another
case story, this time, from JET Demolition. The subject
was “Decontamination and demolition of petrochemical
plants in South Africa”.
The president of the French Demolition Association, SNED, now SEDDR, Nathanael Cornet Philippe,
began the last session explaining the evolution from one
association to another. The last paper of the day was
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another case story called, “Engineering analysis and
demolition modelling for the GA Dome, Atlanta”, by
Mahesh Raju Bailakanavar, from the company Thorton
Tomasetti.

Gala dinner, change of
president and ‘Club of Honor’
In the evening, the participants enjoyed a gala dinner at
the Palais Pallavicinni, which provided a relaxed atmosphere. This was followed by speeches and announcements, which began with the president of EDA, William
Sinclair, naming Jan Bork as a member of the ‘Club of
Honor’. Bork has been involved with the foundation of
one of the predecessors of the Association of Demolition
contractors, which merged in 2009 into the new association VERAS. Since 1997 Jan was a board member of the
former demolition association, later becoming chairman
of VERAS in 2010. He held that position until 2017

when Keeps de Groot succeeded. Jan has continued his
membership of the VERAS board, and during that time
VERAS has become a member of EDA.
The gala dinner was also the last official activity
for William Sinclair as president of EDA. Sinclair announced Spain’s Francisco Cobo as new president of
EDA. Cobo thanked Sinclair for a job well done, and
committed himself to continue the improvement of
the association. Cobo was the first secretary general
of the Spanish Demolition Association, AEDED, and
has been a member of EDA from its foundation in
1981. Since 2007, Cobo has been the treasurer of
EDA, a role he still holds, and from 2013 to 2016, he
was the president of the international committee of
the association. The first action of Francisco Cobo as
president was to induct William Sinclair as a member
of the ‘Club of Honor’.

www.europeandemolition.org

For all excavators.
Every model. Every brand.

Making your work worth while.
Good to know. It’s a Lehnhoﬀ.
www.lehnhoff.com
Speedy. Safe. Steadfast. Variolock – the original fully
hydraulic quickcoupler from Lehnhoff. Makes work processes more efficient, makes excavators more flexible
– and makes recycling and demolition more profitable.
For enquiries call +49 7223 9660

BAUMA AFRICA POINTS TO AN OPTIMISTIC FUTURE

The third Bauma CONEXPO Africa was held in Johannesburg, South
Africa, in March of this year. Despite the difficult economic situation in
southern Africa, it attracted a healthy spread of local, pan-African and
international exhibitors and visitors. The exhibition could set to herald
an economic resurgence in the construction, building, demolition and
mining industries. PDi Africa editor Kevin Mayhew reports.

Bauma CONEXPO Africa is considered to be Africa’s
premier ‘construction’ industry trade show, with the
latest being inadvertently held in the wake of tumultuous political events in South Africa. Although widely
perceived as ‘good news’, the main occurrence was the
resignation of South African President Jacob Zuma. This
is of direct bearing to the generic construction industry
as Mr Zuma has been implicated in corruption, particularly within state owned enterprises (SOEs), which are
major drivers of demand for machinery and services in
the sectors Bauma CONEXPO Africa caters for.

South Africa getting
better but still in an uneasy situation
This optimism at the show was, in part, based on a belief that there would be more accountable government
and a genuine reining in of corruption within both the
public and private sectors. This should have a dramatic
effect on foreign investor confidence in South Africa’s
industrial, mining and construction sectors as well as
government spending on capital projects.
At the official opening of the show all the speakers,
who included the German Ambassador to South Africa,
Lesotho and Swaziland, Martin Schafer, expressed how
this could be a new dawn for the continent’s dominant
economy. South Africa acts as an important gateway to
the southern African countries that form the Southern
African Development Community (SADC) region.
Managing director of Messe München Gmbh, Stefan Rummel, told PDi: “South Africa, from my point of
view, is getting better, but is in an uneasy situation to be
frank. But we are here for the long term, and we know
that a show like this very much mimics the economic
situation of the respective market and its industries. So,
with all the political changes and the economic plans
that are coming up, and the very good mood that is
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picking up in South Africa, we strongly believe in this
country and we will stay here, even if it takes ten editions
to do it as our target sectors are big enough.”
The chief executive officer of both local organising
company BC Expo South Africa and Messe München
South Africa, Elaine Crewe, said that the previous
situation in South Africa had made some international
exhibitors reluctant to be present. She however stated
that she is sure that the new optimism, following the
recent changes and the boost therein to market sentiment, would create a wave that augurs well for the next
economies of the region and with it the show in future.

Over 14 000 visitors and 454 exhibitors
454 exhibitors from 34 countries occupied the
68,000m2 of internal and external floor space at the
Johannesburg Expo Centre. Embracing the new found
optimism, the exhibitors were visited by 14,167 attendees to the exhibition between 13 and 16 March. Only

13% of its visitors were from the host country, with
the top five African visitor countries being Zimbabwe,
Kenya, Botswana, Mozambique and Namibia.
North American participation was significant both
regarding exhibitors and visitors. European Union members, including Poland for the first time, were also well
represented. Great Britain, which of course is soon to
exit the powerful European Union, had a strong presence.
This was hardly of surprise, as following its decision to
‘go it alone’, a strong emphasis has been placed on dealing directly with its former colonies in southern Africa,
amongst others, and seeking trading arrangements outside
of any that exist within the British Commonwealth.
From further afield, visitors from Chile, Israel and
Turkey were present, with Singapore also having its
first stand at the show, underscoring the importance
of the exhibition in the region. The strength of the
Chinese and Indian presence indicated the growing
importance of the two countries in Africa, which are
also fellow members (along with South Africa) in the
Brazil, Russia, India, China, trading bloc known as
BRICS. Their participation was significant when set
against that of the powerful Western economic blocs,
as they are now true competitors for the mineral riches
and market possibilities found within Africa, which is
perceived as the emerging giant in world economics for
the next decade or so.
The next Bauma CONEXPO Africa, staged by
Messe Munchen and the Association of Equipment
Manufacturers (AEM), will be in January 2021.

Crushing today
:With technology
from the future

Eddie Wannop, Eddie Wannop Ltd.
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developing our machines with innovative power to provide even more
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Integrated water spraying channel
Epiroc's premium SB hydraulic breakers series are the
industry’s only breakers equipped as standard with an
integrated channel for water spraying. A feature designed
to help improve the working environment on construction and demolition sites around the world.
With an integrated water channel, operators of SB
breakers can spray water at the source of dust creation to
keep dust levels down. This helps to improve the working
environment, enhances visibility and prevents dust from
seeping into the bushings. For U.S. customers, the water
spraying feature can assist compliance with Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) final silica rule
dust regulations. SB breakers are also designed to protect
operators and equipment by reducing noise and vibration.

Robust partners for a range of jobs
Designed for the 0.7t to 24t carrier, SB series breakers are
suitable for a wide range of applications, including demolition and renovation work, construction projects and pile
driving. They combine efficiency and performance with
high durability in a compact design. The range includes
models to match any micro or mini excavator, backhoe,
skid steer loader or demolition robot.

Efficient design
Epiroc ‘energy recovery’ technology absorbs recoil energy,
increasing overall performance. The result is a higher
impact rate from the same hydraulic input with less vibration. The ‘solid body’ concept utilises a patented internal
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design integrating the impact mechanism and the guide
system into a single piece.
SB breakers also include an integrated pressure relief
valve for overload protection, auto start, air inlet for un-

derwater applications, oil drainage plug, dust wiper, slip
fit bushing and dual tool retainer bars for better support.
Epiroc ContiLube II or ContiLube TM II micro are options available for SB series hydraulic breakers.

IT´S ALL
ABOUT YOU
At Pullman Ermator we build powerful machines that get the job done well.
What’s more, we make sure that our machines are kind to your body.
All of our models have a H13 ﬁlter ﬁtted as standard. The ﬁlter makes sure
that even the ﬁnest of dust, such as silica and stone dust, stays in the machine
rather than ending up in your lungs. The machines are also low in weight,
have ergonomic handles and wheels – all for the sake of your back.
Your work environment shapes our product development.
We wouldn’t have it any other way.

pullman-ermator.se

NEW TRANSFORMING PRODUCTS FROM ALLU
Intermat was held from the 23rd – 28th April in Paris. As
one of the world’s leading construction equipment exhibitions, ALLU used the show to exhibit leading members of
its Transformer and Processor ranges, outline the new features of the equipment, and launch its latest development
aimed at further enhancing customer business operations.
Intermat was the perfect occasion to show the latest
developments of the ALLU Processor. The ALLU Processor
is a power mixer attachment which converts any excavator into a powerful and versatile mixing tool capable of
penetrating and effectively mixing a variety of difficult
materials. Materials suited for the attachment range from
clay, silt, peat, sludge and sediment, to dredged material
and contaminated soil.
The ALLU Processor has proved itself throughout the
world on road construction, building developments, and
various contaminated soil processing applications. The
Processor enables companies to treat and quickly access
low bearing capacity ground for infrastructure developments by the use of fully mobile equipment. The method
can also be used to remediate contaminated land, with
the technology transforming hazardous constituents into
a solid state thereby preventing pollution from dissolving
in to the environment.
Fast, precise and global communication with the
equipment manufacturer is key for customers to get the
very best out of their investment. In order to get closer
to the customer, ALLU proudly launched its own ALLU
Mobile Application at Intermat. The mould breaking

development is fully integrated with ALLU’s portal providing information, contact and advice on everything that
is relevant to the serial number of the attachment in the
customer’s possession.
The ALLU Mobile Application provides an intelligent digital solution for customers and operators to
obtain accurate and timely information regarding safe
operations at jobsites, thereby maximizing the use of the
ALLU equipment. The ‘ALLU-App’ accomplishes this,
whenever a mobile online service is available, through
accessing information that is relevant to the serial number
of the attachment.
The ALLU Mobile Application provides instructions
to guide the operator through safe working methods when
using the ALLU attachment throughout the whole operating and ownership process. The ALLU-App also provides
specific information about different jobsite applications,

The FSB-150 is a heavy duty, compact,
air powered Saw that just as reliable as
your compressor.
• 20” blade capacity, cuts 7” deep

and how best to utilize the ALLU equipment ensuring that
the very best performance is obtained from the attachment.
This is facilitated through accessing quick guides ranging
from set-up, installation, and operations with the operating
manual always being on hand.
Also exhibited at the show was a selection of ALLU
Transformers. The ALLU Transformer Series comprises of
an excavator/ loader/ tractor mounted processing bucket
which screens, pulverizes, aerates, blends, mixes, separates,
even crushes, feeds and loads materials. This results in the
feed material being effectively transformed into highly
valuable products, making any business more efficient,
and more profitable.
Catering for applications of all sizes, and capable of
processing any material that can be screened and sorted, the
ALLU Transformer Series comprises of the compact DL &
D Series as well as the truly massive M & G Series. All are
designed to transform the way in which businesses are able
to improve their efficiency and profitability.
With the widest range of attachments on the market,
the ALLU attachment range enables businesses to choose
the right piece of equipment to meet their very particular
requirements.
ALLU would like to thank all the visitors who came
to the stand at Intermat.

The HS series hand held air powered saws
are excellent for demolition where fumes
are not acceptable.
• 14 or 18” blade capacity, 5 or 7” depth

Advantages of Air Power
•
•

Low maintenance
•
No emissions, can be used indoors •

Direct drive, no belt or clutch
Outlast gas powered saws

1-866-987-7297 | www.ussaws.com
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Klindex is the choice of top flooring professionals.
Floor grinders • Dust extractors • Diamond tools • Burnishing machines • Chemicals • Floor Solutions
www.klindex-america.com

ALL WIRED UP
Building a high performing wall or wire sawing system is a challenging engineering task requiring a lot of skill and experience. Until a
few years ago, only a handful of manufacturers in the entire world
were capable of effectively accomplishing this. Now the situation is
changing, with more and more companies mastering the complex
manufacturing technology. PDi’s Andrei Bushmarin reports.
B+BTec diversifies into wire sawing
Netherlands based B+BTec, best known for its powerful
core drilling machines Karat, has diversified into the
wire sawing business by launching a system whose key
components are made from stainless steel. Developed
in house, the brand new electric wire saw CS17-E is
designed for large scale demolition projects such as
dismantling of bridges, chimneys and foundations. With
a rated power of 17W (22W peak), the machine ensures
a wire speed of up to 24m/sec. Weighing in at 355kg,
the wire saw measures 1,500m x 860m x 880m (L,W,H)
with a wire storage capacity of 7.5m. The machine’s body
and control panel are made of stainless steel for extra
ruggedness and reliability. The wire saw is available for
commercial delivery as of 1 May.

www.bbtectools.com

might lead to an accident, including remote controlled
operation via a radio control. This renders unnecessary
the use of cables between the saw and control unit and
allows the operator to stay at a safe distance at all times.

www.dazzinimacchine.com

Dazzini Macchine:
wire saw expert from the ‘marble country’
Based in Carrara - Italy’s capital of marble extraction
- Dazzini Macchine is a global trendsetter in the wire
sawing machinery for mining and construction applications. Electric powered wire sawing systems are the area
where the company particularly excels. At the moment
Dazzini’s electric line up comprises of four basic models.
Featuring a 7.5W (10hp) electric motor and inverters,
the 300 wire cutter series is Dazzini’s smallest machine
specified for selective demolition tasks on sites where
noise and vibrations must be minimised. The lightweight and compact S300 can operate from regular
scaffoldings and does not require any lifting devices. Its
bigger brother, EDIL 600, is designed for demolition of
heavy structures of different shapes. The machine comes
with a special electronic advancing system to prevent
wasting of the diamond wire which has a speed of up
to 30m/sec. The wire saw can be powered by either 20
or 25hp electric motor.
Featuring the patented ‘Easydrive’ electronic
system, the S800EG wire saw is considered to be a
Dazzini signature model. It allows adjustment of the
wire speed from 0 to 45m/sec without stopping the
operation. Depending on the application, the user
can choose from the 50, 60 or 75hp motor options.
Dazzini’s Edil900EGT wire saw is another example of
excellent engineering with the machine, which has been
developed with the operator’s safety in mind, coming
packed with features to prevent any malfunction that

Egun leads the way in robotic wire sawing
Korea based Egun System burst onto the global concrete
cutting market only a few years ago, but it did so with
quite a bang. The company has created an ingenious
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floor and wire sawing systems whose design is rooted
in military technology. All Egun machines are robust
track mounted concrete ‘eating’ beasts built to operate in
the harshest environments. The G100, G160 and G200
robots are the latest additions to the range. Equipped
with a 100hp motor, the G100 is a basic model intended
for regular wire sawing jobs. The G160, powered by
a 160hp motor, is meant for large scale projects and
underwater applications, as is the largest model in the
range, the G200. All models are available either in cable
or wireless remote control configurations. Recently the
Korean manufacturer added the US to the list of the
entered markets, which signifies a major breakthrough
in the company’s development.

www.egunsystem.com

Yuta Miyazaki, Climb’s Sales Manager.

recent trip to Japan, PDi met with Climb - a fledgling
manufacturer of floor and wire sawing equipment with
international aspirations. A member of Japan’s Concrete
Sawing and Drilling Association (JCSDA), Climb is a
family owned company based in Tokyo. Its very name
signifies a continuous strive for improvement. At the
moment the company has 15 employees supplying its
machines only to domestic users, but there is little doubt
that Climb’s solutions will become popular outside
Japan very soon.

www.clibm-kk.com

Heavy duty wire sawing solutions from DUS
Finland based manufacturer DUS specialises in making concrete cutting and drilling equipment for heavy
duty tasks. DUS’s wire sawing machines are designed
to remove large concrete structures and to create openings in thick walls. The manufacturer’s flagship wire saw
WS4524 is driven by a 20kw hydraulic unit, providing a
maximum pressure of 250 bar. Depending on the job’s
requirements, the machine can be used either in dry or
water cooled cutting modes. The maximum length of
wire specified for this model is 27.6m.

www.dus.fi

Plattner GesmbH:
knowledge that runs in the family
Founded by Josef Plattner and his wife Ruth in 1994,
Plattner GesmbH is a wire saw specialist from Schwaz,
Austria. A talented engineer, Josef Plattner developed

many innovations throughout the years until his untimely death in 2012. Now his son David Plattner runs
the family business. Since 1998, Plattner GesmbH has
been enjoying mutually beneficial cooperation with the
market leader Hilti in the field of wire sawing. Tailor
made systems, using a patented 6.5m high portal wire
saw for cutting of pre-fabricated components (e.g. brick
walls), are also available from the Austrian company.
Plattner’s other area of expertise is equipment for milling, dressing, strengthening and sharpening of diamond
consumables.

www.plattnergesmbh.com

Climb - emerging player from Japan
There are two Japanese manufacturers that almost everybody in the global concrete sawing industry knows.
These are Hakken Consec and Shibuya, both from
Hiroshima. So far their position as the top Japanese
brands has been largely unchallenged. However, on a

Tyrolit-Hydrostress
extends wall sawing range
The Austrian / Swiss heavyweight has added two new
models to its range of wall saws. The lightweight
WSE811*** MKII features integrated design with just
one cable and one hose, making the assembly/disassembly procedure extremely expedient. The machine delivers
excellent cutting performance within the 16A range due
to the combination of an electronic feed control and
the ultra-compact P2® motor. Other highlights include
a redesigned blade guard and proven sturdy tracks.
Also new from the manufacturer is the WSE1621***
system; this being a versatile workhorse developed for
day to day sawing jobs. Thanks to the ultra light blade
guard and tool free motor fastening, the system is easy to
mount and disassemble. The radio remote control comes
with a display informing the user about all operational
parameters. The system’s motor and control unit can
also be used for wire sawing and drilling applications.

www.tyrolit.com
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POWERMAN SAVES
YOUR BACK

With AIRTEC machines you work smarter not harder!

GAS, DIESEL & ELECTRIC MODELS

GET CONTROL (716) 592-2700 • BuﬀaloTurbine.com
Institute of
Scrap Recycling
Industries, Inc.

All equipment with dust collection systems!
FOR SURFACE PREPARATION
www.airtec.ch - info@airtec.ch

EXPECTED GROWTH

in global and Italian demand for construction equipment sets the scene for next Samoter

Sales of earthmoving machinery
in Italy grew by 16% in 2017,
with recovery in the construction sector driven over the next
three years by the replacement of vehicle fleets and new
investment. These factors are
set to make the next Samoter
in March 2020 a highly exciting
show.
It is believed that globally 1M construction equipment
vehicles will be purchased in 2020, with North America
and China heading the race for the largest share. 2017
saw the setting of a record of 825,000 vehicles sold (an
increase of 23% compared to the previous year), with
the next three years seeing the sector consolidate recovery
through steady growth ranging from +5.3% in 2018, to
+7.6% in 2020.
These forecasts come from the latest Samoter outlook
report developed by the Verona trade show dedicated
to construction equipment, which is next scheduled to
be held from the 21-25 March 2020. The data in the
study came through collaboration between the research
company Prometeia and Unacea, the Italian association
of construction equipment companies. In mature econo-
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mies, North America is seen as the premier market with
a predicted rise of 9% in orders placed in 2020, backed
up by investment in construction projects increasing by
2.5% per year on average.
Due to an average growth in demand for construction equipment of 5% between 2018 and 2020, Europe
will return to 2007 (pre-crisis) levels, with a total of
205,000 units. Japan is expected to slow down somewhat,
posting only a +1% increase in sales between 2019 and
2020. The outlook for emerging markets sees construction accelerate once again in Latin America, with relative
demand for construction machinery estimated at +17%
between 2019 and 2020.
China is currently the second largest world market
with a 21% market share. This is expected to stabilise at
around 180,000 units sold, with an average growth rate
predicted of 2-3%, effectively bringing the Asian giant
on a par with North America. Central and Eastern Europe will post a record total of 44,000 machines in 2020
(+11%), half of which will be bought by Russia. Sound
growth is also assumed for India with 50,000 units in
2020 (+12%). All round recovery will be boosted as the
construction sector becomes even stronger with global
investment in 2017 reaching €6,912billion, up 3.1%
from 2016. This period of expansive will continue until
2020, at an average of even more than 3%.

Italy: double digit growth through to 2020
With 13,700 earthmoving machinery units sold, up by
16% over 2016, 2017 for Italy was the fourth year of
consecutive growth following the collapse of the market
between 2008 and 2013. Double digit growth is expected
to continue, with 15,600 machines expected to be sold

in 2018 (+14.3%), and then 19,800 in 2020 (+12.6%).
Favourable growth in 2017 will not only be driven by
replacements of vehicle fleets, but also by investment
trends in the construction sector, especially in the residential field (+1.9%). A distinct recovery in public works
is foreseen, driven by a growth in tenders (+33.1% in
value), following uncertainties associated with the 2016
procurement code.
Between 2018 and 2020, Italy should see a recovery
in the construction sector that will consolidate at an average annual growth rate of around 1.5%. During this
period, the main impetus will take the shape of €14.4
billion of public sector investment (infrastructure, transport, school and health sector buildings, hydrogeological
instability projects); €6billion as part of the stability law
for the reconstruction of areas hit by earthquakes, and
€2billion for securing buildings of historical interest.
The expected investment will go hand in hand with
the extension of tax incentives. Additional major public
works will include Italian railways spending €13.3billion between 2017 and 2021, and a further €21billion
allocated for expenditure on public roads up to 2020.

www.samoter.it

WCU17 – The new universal wire saw.
Available from summer 2018.

The WCU17 is the new universal wire saw with
extra-long wire storage and long stroke.
The saw is assembled within one minute.
Designed for users who want to get their job done.
The highlights at a glance
+ 17 m overall wire length and 12.5 m wire storage
+ Very simple handling of wire storage
+ Easy starting thanks to multiple pulley drive
+ Compact and light main components
+ Quickly removable main components
+ Modular drive options: WSE1217,
WSE1621 and hydraulic

Get advantage of the exlusive
TYROLIT Modularity by using
the remote control and main
motor of the new wall saw
WSE1621 to operate the
wire saw WCU17.

More information on
www.tyrolit.com

Premium grinding tools since 1919
www.tyrolit.com

INTRODUCING

AN ULTRA-COMPACT
POWER PACKAGE

The all-new DURATIQ 5 is a floor grinder with unmatched versatility for
professional users. With its ultra-compact size, it’s a powerful tool for all
types of grinding jobs in various environments, but without compromising on
DURATIQ’s unique technology. Experience a machine that combines power
and versatility with unmatched ergonomics.

www.duratiq.com

